The Testimony of the Church is not the only, nor the chief reason, of our believing the Scripture to be the Word of God.

LUKE 16. 29.
They have Moses and the Prophets, let them hear them.

As everlasting Blessedness (men's greatest and most desirable Good) is that which God only can bestow, and the Way to it that which He only can discover: (Who knows the Lord's mind like himself? Who is so sure a Guide in the Way, as He who is himself the End? Nature can neither direct us to, nor fit us for a Supernatural Happiness.) So it is not only our interest to seek it, but likewise to see, whether what pretends to be the Rule of our walking, in order to our obtaining of it, be indeed the right one; which we can no otherwise be assured of, than by seeing that it be such a one as is given us by Him to whom alone it belongs to prescribe us the Way, and who being infinitely good, as well as infinitely wise, will no more deceive us, than He can be Himself deceived. Now the holy Scripture of the Old, and New Testament, is that which we profess to own as the Rule of our Faith and Life, in relation to our future Glory. It is then the wisdom of every Christian to enquire upon what account he receives this Rule, why he believes it, and submits to it, whether he be persuaded that it is of God, by God Himself, or only by men; for if he can find indeed that he receives it upon the Authority of God, he may be secure of the Truth, and Sufficiency of it; but if only on that of Men, they being liable to mistakes,
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mistakes may lead him into Error, and so he can never be sure that what he owns as his Rule, is indeed the right one, and of God's own prescrib- ing: Or admit it really be so, yet if it be not received on right grounds, he will be exposed to innumerable fears, and fluctuations, and never walk comfortably, nor constantly in his way, when he doubts whether it be the right, or a wrong one: The superstructure cannot be better than the foundation; and a well-ordered and comfortable Conversation will never be the effect of an ill-grounded Belief. It is good therefore in the beginning of our Course to be secure of our way, to see both what we believe, and why; left otherwise, we be either forced to go back, or else upon as light grounds swerve from the way, as we were at first persuaded to engage in it. Our great enquiry then in this Discourse will be, Upon what account we believe the Scripture to be the Word of God? whether upon the Authority of God, or the Church? which I ground upon these words, They have Moses and the Prophets, let them bear them.

In this Parable, whereof these words are a part, we have an account of the different estates of a wicked man Dives, and a good man Lazarus, both in this life, and the other. In this life Dives had his good things, the whole of his happiness, all the portion he was ever to enjoy; and Lazarus had his evil things, all the sorrow and misery he was ever to endure. And in the other life, we have Lazarus in Abrahams Bosom, a place and state of rest, entered into peace; and Dives in Hell, a state of Isa. 57. 1, misery, and place of torments; where finding so great a change, and being deeply affected with his now woful condition, he is (though in vain) desirous, if not of release, as despairing of that, yet at least of a little ease, and therefore addressing himself to Abraham, he entreats him that Lazarus might be sent to dip but even the tip of his finger in water, and cool his Tongue; but this is denied him as impossible, ver. 26. Seeing that would not do, he desires, however, his torments might not be en- created by his Brethrens coming to him, whom we may suppose to have been his fellow-sinners, and partakers with him in his riot and luxury: Or, if you will believe so much charity to be among the Damned, his request is, That Lazarus might be sent to them to admonish them for their good, that so they might be brought to a timely Repentance, ere they came to an untimely end, and then to endless torments. But this is de- nied him too as altogether needless, and unprofitable, ver. 35; and he is told, That God had made sufficient Provision for them, given them the most effectual means, whereby they might be brought to Repentance, in that he had given them his Written Word, Moses and the Prophets, by whose Writings if they were not persuaded to Repent, a Miracle would not persuade them; Lazarus rising from the Dead would no more be believed, than Moses and the Prophets, whose Writings were among them; and therefore to them Abraham sends them as a means sufficient for the end, pretended at least by Dives to be aimed at. They have Moses and
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and the Prophets, let them bear them; As if he had said, The Will of God concerning thy Brethren's duty, and the Truth of God concerning future rewards as the great motives to it, are clearly enough laid down in the Scripture; and if they believe not these things, and are not persuaded to Repentance upon the Authority of God in his Word, much less will they be moved by the Testimony of one coming from the Dead. Hence I infer, That the Holy Scripture, or Written Word of God, is sufficient in itself, and most effectually able to convince men of the truth of those things which are contained in it. It was so then, why not now? Moses and the Prophets were so, why are not the Apostles and Evangelists? is all the whole Scripture grown Old Testament; and so old as to be decayed? when, and by what means did it lose that Life and Power, that Authority and Efficacy it sometimes had? it had formerly more virtue to convince men than a Miracle it self, and now believe it hath less than a Council! it could have done more than a man from the dead, and now it can do less than a dead man, a sinful Pope! (for his Holiness of Rome may be very wicked, the Papists themselves being Judges).

From the former Proposition it will undeniably follow, That the Scripture is sufficient in itself to convince men of its own Divinity, or its being itself the Word of God, that being one truth it doth so often assert: The General must comprehend the Particular, and therefore if the Scripture be sufficient to satisfy the minds of men as to all that it affirms to be truth, it must needs be able to satisfy them as to this too, that the whole of it is the Word of God.

But this our Adversaries will not allow, and therefore instead of taking it for granted, or resting on this single proof, we must here put it to the Question, From whence the Scripture hath its Authority? or upon what grounds are we to believe it to be the Word of God? If you will give the Papists leave to answer, they will presently tell you, Upon the Sole Authority of the Church, or, because the Church declares it to be the Word of God, and that without the determination of the Church, it hath very little Authority, or weight in it, and you are no more bound to believe the Gospel of Matthew, than the History of Livy; Nay, one says plainly, That but for the Church, you are no more bound to believe the Scripture than Fables; and you may be sure the Man was in earnest, when you do but consider how many incredible things another of them (alleged at large by our learned Whitaker) musters up out of the Scripture, which he would fain persuade the World would never be believed, if the Church did not interpose her Testimony; and yet as broad as the Blasphemy mentioned is, another of the same Party minceth the Matter, and says, the Words might be piously spoken: And if a private Doctor of the Church of Rome may thus transubstantiate Blasphemy into Pity, or make that pass for Pious, which is really Blasphemous, I see no reason why a Pope might not add his Authority, and make it Canonical too. But that we may give the best Account of the Controversie before us: 1. Something
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1. Some things must be premised by way of Explication, for the better understanding of Terms.
2. The State of the Question must be laid down.
3. The Truth confirmed.
4. Popish Objections answered.
5. Some Application made.

1. For Explication of Terms, let us see,

1. What we mean by the Scripture. By that therefore is understood the Word of God, declaring his mind concerning men's Happiness and Duty, or teaching us what we are to believe concerning God, and how we are to obey him, as it was at first revealed by himself to the Apostles and Prophets, and by them delivered by word of mouth, and afterward for the perpetuity and usefulness of it, committed to Writing as we now have it, in the Books of the Old and New Testament: So that the Word of God, and the Scripture are the same materially, and differ only in this, That the Word of God doth not in it self imply its being written, nor exclude it, but may be considered indifferently as to either; whereas the Scripture signifies the same Word, only with the addition of its being committed to Writing.

2. What is meant by Authority, when we enquire, whence the Scripture hath its Authority. Authority in this Business is a Power of Commanding or Perswading, or (as some phrase it) Convincing, arising from some Excellency in the Thing or Person vested with such Authority. Whatever hath Authority de facto, so far forth hath esteem and honour, or reverence yielded to it, as whatever hath Authority de jure hath such esteem or honour of due belonging to it, and answering it as its correlate; and both the one and the other is founded on some Excellency, sometimes of Nature (both in Persons and Things;) sometimes of Office and Dignity, sometimes of Knowledge, sometimes of Vertue and Manners, sometimes of Prudence (as in Persons;) according to each of which a suitable respect and honour is due to the Authority therefrom arising; and as any Man excels in any of these, so he hath Authority in that, though he may not in other Things. Thus he that excels in the knowledge of the Law, may have Authority in that, though he may have none in Physick or Divinity, in which he may not excel: and an honest Man, that excels in Morality, may on that account have the Authority of a Witness, though not of a Judge. Now when we speak of the Authority of the Scripture, and ask from whence it hath it? we do but enquire, Whence it is, that the Scripture persuades, convinces, or binds us to believe it, or commands us to assent to it, as the Word of God? or whereon its Power of so doing is founded? whether it be not some Excellency inherent in it self, or whether it be only something foreign and extrinsecal to it?

3. What we mean by Faith, when it is demanded, Why we believe the Scripture to be the Word of God? Faith, so far as it concerns the
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understanding (for in some Acts of Faith the Will bears part) is an assent yielded to something proposed under the appearance (at least) of Truth, built upon the Testimony of another, and therefore according as the Testimony is, for the sake of which we believe any thing, accordingly will our Faith be: If it be the Testimony of a Man or Men, our Faith will be an humane Faith; but if the Testimony be Divine, or we believe a thing because God himself afferts it, we call it a Divine Faith. Only we must remember, that a truly Divine Faith hath always God for its Author; so that three things concur to the producing the Act of such a Faith. 1. The Truth believed, which is the Object of it. 2. The Testimony of God concerning that Truth, which is the Formal Reason, and Ground of this Faith. 3. The Efficiency of God producing it, or working it in the Mind. Now when we speak of believing the Scripture to be the Word of God, we speak of a Divine Faith: A man may upon the Credit of his Parents, of his Ministers of a particular Church, or of the Church Catholick (if such a Testimony can be had) believe the Scripture to be the Word of God; but the question will be, what kind of Faith that is, whether such a one as God requires him to receive the Scripture with?

4. What we understand by the Church in the Question: The Church may be taken either for the Universality of Believers in all places of the World, so as to comprehend private Saints, as well as publick Officers, People as well as Pastors, and those of former ages as well as the present, Prophets themselves, and Apostles, and Pen-men of the Scripture; or we may take it for that part of the Catholick Church which lives together in the same age call, it if you please the present Catholick Church, comprehending in it all the Believers, People as well as Pastors, alive at the same time, in the several parts of the whole World. Or else, we may understand the Church in the Popish sense, only for the present Church; and that too, for the Church of Rome, which they call Catholick; and that again, only for the Pastors of it, excluding the People; and they again may be considered either separately, or in conjunction, as meeting together in a General Council; and that either by themselves without the Pope, or together with him: Or lastly as represented by him, or virtually contained in him; for this great name the Church, dwindles at last into one only man: But sure he is no small one that contains so many in him; for if we believe the Papists (not only, though especially the Jesuits) the Pope, in this Controversie, is nothing else but the Church Catholick compacted, and thrust into a single person, in whom all those several Excellencies, which are scatter'd among the Members, do, as in the Head, collectively reside. And so the Catholickness they vaunt so much of, is crowded into a narrow compass, for those whether Pastors or Members of the Church that lived formerly are first cut off, and the Church is reduced to the present age; then the people (as excrescencies) are pared away too, and the bulkiness of the Church thereby lessened,
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fened, the Officers or Pastors only remaining; and yet these too must be contracted into a Council, and that at last Epitomized into a Pope, who is but the Epitome of an Epitome, and scarce so much as a small Synopsis of that Voluminous thing, the Church, they talk so largely of.

2. For the State of the Question, these things being premised, take it thus; In some things we agree with them, in some we differ from them.

1. In some we agree:

1. That the Scripture of the Old and New Testament, which we own (who yet exclude the Apocryphal Books of one sort, or other), is the Word of God, is acknowledged by them, as well as by us.

2. Consequently, That it is in itself true and of Divine Authority, and that it doth not depend upon the Church as to that Authority and Truth which in itself it hath, or that the Testimony of the Church doth not make it to be true, or to be the Word of God; the Papists themselves (at least the most wary among them) will (be sure in words) grant: and therefore they have coyned a distinction for the nonce; they tell us, That the Scripture hath a twofold Authority, one in itself, as it is true, and comes from God; the other in relation to us, as it binds us to receive, and believe it: The former of these they own to be in the Scripture, Antecedently to the Testimony of the Church. The distinction is vain, when all Authority is in relation to another, over whom either de facto it is, or de jure it ought to be exercised. But let it pass.

3. That every Christian is bound with a Divine Faith to receive the Scripture as the Word of God, they grant as well as we do.

4. That the holy Spirit hath a hand in mens believing the Scripture to be the Word of God, allow the Papists their fence, and they will likewise yield no less than we. That the Faith whereby men own the Scriptures, (if it be a Divine one, as they say it is), is wrought in the hearts of men by the Spirit of God, they do grant, and must, unless they will avow themselves to be Pelagians.

5. And lastly, That the Church allow us our sense, may be an help to us, and furtherance to our Faith in receiving the Scripture, as the Word of God, we will grant as well as they. That the Universal Concurrence of all Believers in receiving the Scripture, and the Testimony they do, and in all ages have, in their way and capacity given to it, is a strong Argument to perfwade dissenters to submit to the Divine Authority of it, we easily yield. And that it is the duty of the present Church, during its time, to labour to preserve the Scripture pure and intire, and to hold it forth to others, and endeavour to perfwade them of its Divinenes, and so to perform the part of a Teacher, we are willing likewise to yield. And so in a word we acknowledge the usefulness of the Churches Testimony, as an external help, and that by which some benefit may be reaped by men at the beginning of their Faith; for it is the foundation of an humane Faith, and sufficient for the producing of that:
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that: And when a man hath so far yield'd, as to receive the Scripture as God's Word, though only on the credit of Men, yet coming afterward to peruse and study it, and look more narrowly into it, he may then come to see better, and more solid grounds for his belief, and God working on his heart by the Words, he may come to receive it with a Divine Faith, which at first he did only with an humane: As Job. 4. the men of Samaria, who first believed Christ for the Woman's words, did afterwards believe him, because they heard himself. Thus far therefore there is some agreement between them and us. So that the Question is not concerning the Object of our Faith, the thing to be believed, for both acknowledge it (in this business) to be the Divinest of the Scripture; nor concerning the Efficient cause of that Faith, for both will own it to be the Spirit which works this Faith in the heart: But concerning the Medium, or Argument whereby the Spirit works it, and so the ground and foundation of our Faith, that which is the formal reason why we believe the Scripture to be the Word of God.

2. This therefore is the thing wherein we and they differ; something they affirm which we deny, and something we affirm which they deny.

1. They affirm the Testimony of the present Church, (and that must be of Rome only now;) for they count that only the Catholic one, that is of the Fathers of it convened in a General Council, either with the Pope, (as some of them say,) or without him (as others) or virtually in him (as others,) to be the only sufficient ground of men's believing the Scripture to be the Word of God; and so tell us, That the Spirit bears witness to the Divinity of the Scripture by the Testimony of the Church, and makes use of that as the Medium, or Argument by which he persuades men to receive the Scripture as the Word of God, and that without that Testimony or Antecedently to it, men cannot know, nor are bound to believe the Scripture so to be. This we deny.

2. We affirm on the other side, That the Testimony of the Spirit of God in the Word itself, witnessing it to be of God, by that stamp and impress, or (which comes to the same) by those notes and marks of Divinity which everywhere appear in it, is the immediate and principal, and a sufficient reason of our believing it to be the Word of God, and the Medium the Spirit useth in working Faith in us, or making us assent to the Divinity of the Scripture. So that as the Spirit working inwardly in our hearts, moves as the Efficient of our Faith; so the Scripture itself in its own intrinsic beauty, sublimity, power and excellency, is that which moves us in the way of an Object, or Medium, to yield our assent to its being of God. By this the Spirit of God as the Author of the Scripture witnesseth it to be of God, and by an internal application of this to our minds, induceth us to assent to its so being. The Testimony of the Spirit in the Word is open, publick, general to all, if they have but eyes to see it, whereas the inward application of it by the Efficiency of the Spirit is only to Believers.
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This they deny; and this we shall first (though more briefly) prove, and then disprove (as well as we deny) what they assert.

Arg. 1. The Holy Ghost in Scripture calls us to the Scripture itself, and God’s Authority only in it, (and not to the Church) for the settling of our belief of its Divinity; and therefore in the Scripture itself we have a sufficient Argument to move us to believe its coming from God.

If. 8. 20. we are sent to the Law and to the Testimony; the Prophets generally propound what they deliver, merrily in the name, and on the Authority of God; their usual style is, Thus saith the Lord, and, The word of the Lord; they do no-where send us to the Church to know, whether it be so, or not, but leave it with us as being of itself (that is, without the Testimony of the Church) sufficient to convince us, and if we will not believe it, at our own peril be it. So in the Text, Abraham (that is indeed Christ, whose mind Abraham in this Parable is brought in speaking,) sends Dives Brethren to Moses and the Prophets; and our Saviour Christ, Joh. 5. 39. sends the Jews to the Scriptures, bids them search them, and so ver. 46, 47; and Luke Aq. 17. 11. commends the Bereans, not that they sent up to Jerusalem to the Church there, or waited for a General Council to assure them of the Divinities of what was preached to them, but that they daily searched the Scriptures, to see if these things were so. But all this would be in vain, our labour would be lost in searching the Scriptures, and looking into them for the confirmation of themselves, if there were not something in them sufficient to persuade us of their having God for their Author, but at last we must have recourse to the Church to assure us of it. Why are we sent thus far about, if a nearer way be at hand?

Arg. 2. Those Properties which the Holy Ghost in the Scripture attributes to the Scripture will prove the same. It is light, Prov. 6. 23. The Commandment is a lamp, and the Law is light. Psal. 119. 105. A lamp to my feet, and a light to my path: A light shining in a dark place, 2 Pet. 1. 19. and sure that which is light may discover it self. He that needs another to tell him what is light, wants eyes. Heb. 4. 12. It is quick and powerful, and sharper than a two-edged sword, it enters into the Soul, and therefore by its own power and efficacy discovers it self to us as well as to our selves. It is like as a fire, and like a hammer that breaks the rock in pieces, Jer. 23. 29. So likewise, 1 Cor. 4. 24, 25. and Psal. 19. 7, 8. From both which we may argue, That Word which convinceth men, judgeth them, makes manifest the secrets of their hearts; that again, which converts the soul, makes wise the simple, rejoiceth the heart, enlightens the eyes, is sufficiently able to discover itself to be of God, though the Church should not give in her Testimony, but such a Word is the Scripture: therefore, &c. And further, Why may not God’s Word discover its Author, as well as his Works do? If the Heavens declare the Glory of God, and the Firmament shows his handy work, Psal. 19. 1. If even the least Creatures preach God to us, they that bear not his Image on them, yet have some vestige,
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some footsteps of him, and much more his greater and more noble Works, the Glorious Fabrick of Heaven and Earth, and Man the most excellent of his Creatures on Earth, shew forth that Excellency in them, which manifests itself to be from none but God; and he hath in a word, left such an impress of Himself upon his Works, as that they generally proclaim themselves to be his. Why should it be thought incredible, that God should leave the like notices of Himself upon his Word, and stamp that upon it which might plainly evidence it to be his? Nay, if Men do commonly make themselves known by their Works, Writers by their Skill, Artificers by their curious Pieces; if Apelles could have drawn such a Picture, Phidias have cut such a Statue, Cicero have pen’d such an Oration, that any who had judgment in such things might have said, Such a Man and no other, was the Author of such a Work; surely then much more may God in so lively a manner express Himself in his Word, as clearly to notify to us, that it is his. And if any should say, God could have done it, but would not; I desire to know a good reason, Why God who hath left us so plain and conspicuous Evidences of his Wisdom, Power and Goodness on his Creatures, would not leave the print of Himself in the like manner upon his Word?

Arg. 3. Gods revealing Himself to us in the Scripture is the first and highest Revelation upon which our Faith is built, and therefore that Revelation is sufficient to manifest it self to us, even without the Churches Testimony. The reason of the Consequence is, Because Faith (a Divine one such as we speak of) being always built upon Revelation, whatever it be which is the first Revelation whereon our Faith is built must be sufficient to notify it self to us; otherwife our Faith is not founded upon any Revelation at all, if that Revelation needs something else which is not Revelation to give credit to it: Or if that which is the first Revelation, yet needs another to make it manifest to us, it is not it self the first, which is a palpable contradiction. And for the Antecedent, I thus make it appear: In the business of Faith, Either we must come to some first Revelation, or we must go on from one to another without any end: For either the Faith whereby I believe this Revelation, That the Scripture is the Word of God, to be Divine, is founded upon this very Revelation it self, viz. the Scripture, (which so many times tells me it is of God), or upon some other Revelation; if upon this it self, then I have what I would, that this is the first Revelation whereon my Faith is built: But if on another, I ask again, Must I believe that for it self, or for some others, if for it self, then that must be the first; if for some other, I shall ask again, Am I to believe that for it self, or for another, and so there will be no end, no first Revelation on which my Faith is founded, but I must go higher, and higher, even in infinitum. Other Arguments might be produced to confirm what we affirm, and are by our Divines, but I intended brevity in these, and the truth we maintain will be more confirmed by what I am in the next place to say against the Papists Assertion.

2. That
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2. That therefore the Testimony of the Church is not the only sufficient ground, (nor indeed a sufficient one at all,) of our believing the Divinity of the Scripture, I shall prove by several Arguments.

Arg. 1: I argue from Ephes. 2. 20. And are built upon the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets. The Scripture is the foundation of the Church, and therefore hath not its Authority, even in respect of us, from the Church, but on the contrary, the Church hath its Authority from the Scripture, upon which it depends in its very being, and without which it is not the Church, nor if built upon any other foundation; it hath no Authority but from the Scripture, none in it self but as thence it derives it, and we know none it hath but as there we find it. And this is spoken of the true Church, and not meerly the Church in the Popish sense. If ever we would find out the nature and definition of the Church, we must seek it in the Scripture, where alone it is that we see it to be Gods Will to have a Church upon Earth, and by what means it is called, and of whom it is constituted, and with what Power and Priviledges it is endowed. He that will question, Whether the Scripture be the Word of God will as easily question, Whether the Church be the Church of God; or, Whether God have any Church or not. Now if the Church have all its Authority from the Scripture, by which alone it is a Church, and known to be so, how can it be with any reason said: That the Scripture hath its Authority, even as to us from the Church? For if the Church have no Authority but from the Scripture, than the Authority of the Church must suppose that of the Scripture, and the Scripture must be own'd, or the Church cannot be own'd; for who knows what, or which the Church is, but as the Scripture describes it to us? and so the Scripture hath not its Authority, as to us, from the Church. For can the Scripture both give Authority to the Church, and yet receive its own Authority from it? Can it authorize the Church before it be it self authorized by it? Can it give the Church a Power to communicate Authority to it, and yet hath no Authority hitherto it self? Nay, Can it be consistent with common sense, that the Scripture should give the Church a Power to bind men to the belief of it, and yet have no Power in it self to bind the Church to the belief of it? Again, when they say the Scripture hath its Authority from the Church, I ask, How shall I know there is a Church? for if I be one, that own no such thing as the Scripture (which the Church is perswading me to believe) withal I own no such Society as the Church, and how will they prove there is such a one, but by the Scripture? for I who am supposed to acknowledge no Church, do acknowledge no Authority it hath, and shall not take its own Word: And yet if I grant there be a Church, How shall I know that such a company of men as pretend to be the Church, are really so? I shall not take their own Testimony, I am not satisfied in their being witneses to themselves: And if they will prove themselves to be the Church by the Scripture, then either the Scripture must have Authority.
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Authority as to me before the Church, or else they prove one obscure thing by another. If they say there be certain signs and marks of the Church inherent in it, by which it may be known: Alas I know not those marks but by the Scripture which describes the Church. If they say the Spirit witnesseth by those marks that this is the Church, why may not I say the fame of the Scripture, and so that be known without the Testimony of the Church to be the Word of God, as well as the Church to be the Church of God? And yet after all this, granting this Society of Men to be the Church, yet How shall I know that this Church is Infallible? and if I know it not to be so, I am not so mad as to build my Faith upon its Authority. If they say because it is governed by the Holy Ghost; How shall I know that? for it is not obvious to me that it is: If they say because Christ hath promised that it should; I ask, where? Where can it be but in the Scripture? sure then the Scripture must be owned, and have its Authority as to me, or their proof is invalid, and they do but trifle instead of arguing.

Before I proceed to another Argument, let us examine what is excepted against this. To this Text, Eph. 2. 20. It is replied by some of the Papists.

Excep. 1. 'That by Foundation is not meant the Scripture written by the Apostles and Prophets, but their Preaching.'

Ans. But, 1. If that were granted, it would not prejudice our Cause; what they Writ and Preached is the same Truth, and differs not essentially, but only in the way of Delivery, one being delivered to their present Hearers via voce, and the other by Writing transmitted likewise to Posterity.' Adi. 26. 22. Witnessing, both to small and great, and saying no other things, than what the Prophets and Moses did say should come. So Adi. 17:

2. The Preaching of the Apostles and Prophets did last but a while, whereas 'Bail speaks of the: laflying, perpetual Foundation of the Church.

3. If he speaks only of the Preaching of the Apostles and Prophets, How comes he to joyn these two together? for the Prophets were long since dead, and their Preaching (if that only were the Foundation of the Church) could be the Foundation of that Church only, which lived with them, and heard them.

Excep. 'He meant therefore, say some of our Adversaries, the New-Testament Prophets, which Preached at the same time with the Apostles.'

Ans. But that is not so easily proved, as said, for though such Prophets are mentioned in some places of the New-Testament, it doth not follow, That they must needs be understood here: for Why doth the Apostle mention them only, and not Evangelists too: nay Pastors and Teachers likewise; whom he joyns altogether: Eph. 4. and who did at the same time Preach the same Truth which the Apostles did? Besides that, we find by the Doctrine of the Prophets mentioned in the New-Testament,
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Testament, the Truth Preached and Written by the Prophets under the Old, commonly understood. So Pet. 2. 1. 19. A more sure Word of Prophecy. Heb. 7. 1. God spake to the Fathers by the Prophets. So also, Rom. 1. 2. and Luke 1. 70. The Apostles under the New Testament, were the Chief that Taught, though New-Testament Prophets, as likewise Evangelists, Pastors, and Teachers did Preach the same Doctrine; as formerly under the Old-Testament, the Prophets that then lived were the Chief, though others besides, as the Levites, Chron. 2. 30. 22. did Teach the good knowledge of the Lord.

Excep. But, say they again, the Ephesians were not built upon Pauls Writings, which were not then extant, but on his Preaching; and therefore these other kind of Prophets must be understood, on whose Preaching (together with the Apostles) they were Built.

Ans. The Preaching the Truth or Writing it makes no difference, but still it is the same Truth, which is the foundation of the Church, whether it be Written or Preached. And though the Ephesians were built on the Word as Preached by Paul, yet What hinders, but they might likewise be Built on the Word, as Written by former Prophets, whom though they could not now hear, yet they might Read? And Paul himself proves what he Preached by what the Prophets had Written, that so both the Word Preached and Written might be propounded to the Ephesians as one and the same Foundation of their Faith.

Excep. 2. They say, That by the Church in this Place is understood, not the Pastors, but the People, because the Pastors were they that Preached; and therefore if they were meant, it would follow, that they should be Built upon Themselves.

Ans. It is most absurd to say, That the Pastors and Doctors of the Church are not Built upon the Doctrine of the Apostles and Prophets. Who ever heard of one Foundation for the Faith of the Teachers, & another for the Faith of the People? It seems then, by their own Confession, the Pope and his Clergy are not Built upon the Foundation of the Apostles and Prophets, and if they have not this Foundation, I am sure they have no better. The Faith of Pastors and People is the same; and why is not the Foundation the same too? Are they fit to Build up Others in the Faith of the Scriptures, who are not Themselves Built upon the Scriptures? And it is idle to say, they are Built on the Holy Spirit: for will they separate the Spirit from the Scripture? What doth the Spirit Teach but out of, and according to the Scripture? to be Led by the Spirit, and yet Built on the Scriptures, are very well consistent.

Ans. Arg. 2. It is not absurd to say, That the Teachers of the Church are Built on the Doctrine they Teach, though Not as they Teach it, yet as they have before received; believed it. Indeed they ought to offer nothing to Others as the Foundation of their Faith, but what is the Foundation of their Own: nor to hazard the Souls of their Hearers upon any worse Bottom, than
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than they would venture their own Souls. And it doth not follow, from hence, That they are taught by themselves, or are a Foundation to themselves, but only that the Doctrine they have themselves Believed and are Built upon, they deliver it to Others, that they too may believe it, and be Built upon it.

Arg. 2. The Doctrine delivered in the Scripture doth not, as to our receiving it, depend upon the Church, and therefore neither doth the Scripture itself: the Doctrine of the Scripture, and the Scripture it self, are really the same, and differ but in an accident of being Written, or not Written. The same Doctrines we have in the Scripture were published, and known before they were written, and they did not then depend upon the Authority of the Church, and why should they now? Doth the Writing of them make them of less Authority, or less credible, or less able to convince Mens minds than they formerly were? Upon the Authority of what Church did Adam, Seth, Enoch, Abraham, &c. receive the Word of God, when it was yet unwritten? What Council was there, what Pope to perfwade them of it? And how come the same Truths to have less Power and Efficacy to perfwade us, than them? Will our Adversaries say the Patriarchs received the Word immediately from God himself? True: some of them did; but what is that to the Church, and her Authority? Or will they say, those Patriarchs from whom others received the Word were Infallible? They will hardly be able to prove it. How came Abraham to perfwade his Wife to tell a lie, and expose her Chastity thereby for the saving of his Life, if he were Infallible? And how came other Patriarchs to allow Polygamy if they were Infallible? And do not the Papists themselves tell us that the Church of the Jews was not Infallible, and that Infallibility is the peculiar Priviledg of the Gospel-Church, the Promise of it being made only to that? And to come down lower, Moses received many Things of the Lord, which were immediately received by the People, as the Law of the Pasover, Exod. 12. and 24. 3. where the People presently answer, That All the words which the Lord had said, they would do. Did the People themselves (the Church in the Wilderness; Acts. 7. 18.) give Authority to these Laws, or did the Council of the Elders do it? We find nothing of their being convened together upon any such account, as to consider whether Gods Laws should be received or not: Or did they receive them on the Authority of any other Church? If so, which was it, where was it? Or lastly, was Moses an Old-Testament Pope, and the Virtual Church of Israel? Then by like that Church was Infallible as well as the Gospel, contrary to their own Doctrine. That Moses was infallibly Inspired in all that he commanded the People from God, is sure; but that ever he pressed them to receive the Word of God on his own Authority, or any but Gods, can never be proved. If they say that the People received the Word on the account of the Miracles wrought by Moses, that is more to our purpose than
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than theirs. And what shall we say of the Law written in Men's hearts? on whose Authority is that received? it is the same for substance with the Law written in the Word; and must there be the Testimony of the Church to assure men that even this Law too is of God? Or, if it be acknowledged for its own light and power whereby it manifests it felt to be of God, Why may not the Law written in the Word be so acknowledged too? But come we further down; Or whose Authority were the Sermons of the Prophets, after Moses's time received? When they spoke to the People in the Name of the Lord, did they ever cite the Testimony of the Church to vouch what they said to be indeed from the Lord? Or, did they ever seek the suffrages of the high Priests, and Governours of the Church to establish their Doctrine as Divine? their ordinary style is, Thus faith the Lord, not thus faith the Church; or the Church says, That the Lord faith thus. Lastly, if we descend to the Times of the New Testament, we shall find the same there: When our Saviour Christ himself preached, what he spoke was as much the Word of God when he spake it, as now that it is written; but neither did he refer himself as to the Divinity of his Doctrine, to the Authority of the Church; nor did any believe it on that account. He did not refer it to the Church, for he did not receive Testimony from men, Joh. 5. 34. No not from John Baptist himself, though of no small Authority in the Jewish Church, and generally taken to be a Prophet. Though John, as his duty was, did bear witness to Christ, and point to him, Joh. 1. This is the Lamb of God, &c. yet Christ had no need of this Testimony, to make himself be received as the Messiah, or what he preached as the Word of God, as if the one or the other could not have been received without it. He therefore tells the Jews, Joh. 5. 36. That he had greater witness than that of John; first his Works, then his Father himself, ver. 37. then the Written Word, ver. 39. Search the Scriptures, &c. they are they that testify of me. All this while here is not one tittle of the Church, and its Testimony; and if that be the only means whereby men can be assured of the Divineness of the Word, How comes Christ to overlook it? And that they who believed Christ's Doctrine did not believe it on the Authority of the Church is clear; for the Church of the Jews was generally corrupt, erred in many things, and therefore was unfit; and it was, especially as to its Guides and Officers, generally against Christ, and therefore unwilling to give Testimony to him; it neither own'd him, nor his Doctrine; so that they who received and believed Christ's Preaching did it on some other account than the Testimony of the then-present Church. If the Papists shall say, they received his Doctrine on the account of Christ's own Divine Authority; I would enquire, How they came to know he had any such Authority? for that Christ was the Messiah, and consequently had this Divine Authority, were some of the Truths he preached. If they say, That Christ's Doctrine was received either upon the account of his Miracles, or of its agreement with the
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Scripture of the Old Testament; they say more for us than for themselves, and either way desert their cause. And if we look to the Apostles that followed Christ, and preached the same Doctrine, we shall see that it was not received on the account of the Church, no more than commanded to the hearers thereon: Acts 2. upon Peter's Preaching, three thousand believed, they gladly received the word, ver. 41. they did not it seems, expect the Testimony of the Church to tell them, Whether it were the Word or not. Acts 4.4. we read of either five thousand more, or so many as made up the whole five thousand. And Acts 3, the Samaritans receive the Gospel on Philip's Preaching, and afterward the Ethiopian; and (to pass by others) the Bereans, and Thessalonians receive the Word, Acts 17. Of the former it is said, ver. 11. That they received the Word with all readiness of mind, and daily searched the Scriptures, &c. Of the latter Paul testifies, 1 Thess. 2. 13. That they received the Word, not as the Word of Man, but as it is indeed the Word of God. All this while here is no Church interposing its Authority, or affecting the Divinencfs of what Peter or Philip, or Paul preached. On what account then did these People believe the Word preached by the Apostles? On the Authority of the Church say the Papists: But what Church? "Why says "a great one among them, speaking of the Thessalonians, the voice of "Paul was the voice of the Church, when he preached to the Thessalonians, "and so they in receiving the Word on Paul's Authority received it on "the Authority of the Church: Say the fame of Peter and Philip. Paul it seems then was the Church, or else how could Paul's Preaching be the voice of the Church? What kind of Church then was Paul? was he the Church Virtual, was he a Pope, and was Peter and Philip, and the rest of the Apostles and Evangelists so too? A blessed Church bare that had so many Popes, or rather a miserable one, that either had no visible Head, or had so many. If they say, Paul's voice was the voice of the Church, because he was an Officer of it, by whom the Church published the Doctrine he believed and was to propagate: Paul was indeed an Officer of the Church, but yet made so by Jesus Christ himself, not an Apostle of men, nor by man, Gal. i. 1. And the Doctrine he preached was no otherwise the Doctrine of the Church, than as it was the same which the Church believed, but never taught it him; for he received it not of men, neither was taught it, but by the Revelation of Jesus Christ, ver. 12. and therefore they might more reasonably have said, That the voice of Paul was the voice of Christ; the Word he preached being more properly the Word of Christ who was the Author of it, than the Word of the Church who only received it of Christ. But what will become of this fine invention of our Jesuits, if the Thessalonians did not receive the Word on the Authority of Paul himself, whether in his single or representative Capacity, (or call it as you please) ? and sure they did not: For then his Authority must be own'd, e're on the account of that his Preaching could be believed; but both Paul and his Authority
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(whatever it were) was unknown to the *TheSSalonians* when he first preached among them, and therefore could not induce them to believe what he taught. The same we may say of the other Apostles in their first planting the Gospel, when they came to the Gentiles; they were unknown till they made themselves and their Authority known by their Preaching: And when they came to the *Jews* where they were known, yet they were not trusted, nor their Apostolical Authority acknowledged, and so it could prevail neither with the one, nor with the other till their Doctrine was first believed.

**Arg. 3.** The Scripture hath its Authority in relation to us before the Church passes its judgment concerning it, and therefore it hath not that Authority from the Church. This will appear;

1. By the Concession of the Papists themselves, who acknowledge, That the Church only declares the Scripture to be Authentick, but doth not make it so; sure then it was Authentick in itself before that Declaration of the Church, which is only a pronouncing that to be, which was before. And if it be in itself Authentick it is so to us too, that is, it hath in itself a power of binding us to the belief of it, so soon as we come to hear of it, whether the Church hath declared its authentickness or not.

2. If the Scripture hath not its Authority as to us before the Judgment of the Church, then either it must be a private or publick Judgment of the Church which gives it that Authority: a private one it cannot be; for when we speak of the Authority of the Scripture as to us, it is understood of all Christians every-where, and it is not fit that a private Judgment of the Church, or (which is the same) the Judgment of a private Church should give Laws to all the rest: Nor can it be the publick Testimony, or that of the Catholic Church, for none such can be produced by the Papists, from whence the Scripture hath its Authority; let them if they can shew us the first General Council that ever declared the Scripture to be the Word of God. The Council of *Jerusalem*, *Acts* 15. if it were a General one, is the first we read of, and that toucheth not the Point in hand, doth not declare the Scripture to be Authentick, but takes it for granted. They that were there met cite the Scripture of the Old Testament, and thereby own its Authority, but do not then first establish it; and *Peter* and the rest do the like in their Preaching, *Acts* 2. 3. and dare the Papists say then, That the Old Testament was not Authentick before this Council? Had the Church hitherto no certain Canon, nor Authentick Scripture to be the Rule of its Faith? After this Council we find no General one till that of *Nice*, and was the Church of God all this while too, for three hundred years, without the Canon of the Scripture? To say nothing that the Council of *Nice* it self did never define which it was, but acknowledged it as already received.

3. If a Council meets to declare the Divine Authority of the Scripture,
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ture, we would know by what Authority it meets? If the several Pa-
fitors of the Church come together on the Authority and by the com-
mand of the Scripture it self, then it hath its Authority before they
meet, else it could not make it their duty so to do: If by some Revela-
tion or impulse of the Spirit without the Scripture, what kind of Spirit
is that which acts in separation from the Scripture? And if the Papifts
will affirm this, let them no more call themselves good Catholics, but
even the worst of Fansticks.

Arg. 4. The Authority of the Church is not more certain or clear as
to us, than that of the Scripture, and therefore the Scripture cannot have
its Authority from it: That which proves another thing must it self be
more clear and better known: But that the Authority of the Church is
not better known to us than that of the Scripture will soon appear; for
whatever Authority the Church hath, the must prove it either from her
self, or from something else: If from any thing else, it must either be
from the Testimony of those that are out of the Church, but they know
not the Church, nor any Authority it hath; or from the Scripture, but
then the Authority of the Scripture must be more known than that of
the Church; or from the Spirit, but how will they make it out that they
have the Testimony of the Spirit for them, otherwise than by the Scrip-
ture, in and by which he is wont to bear witness? If they say the Spi-
rit witnesseth to the Authority of the Church inwardly, so as to per-
swade the minds of Diffenter s that the Church is the Church of God;
this is meerly beg'd, and not proved, and yet will not satisfy neither;
for we ask not What is the Efficient Cause of mens believing the Autho-
ritv of the Church, but What is the Argument whereon that belief is
grounded, and whereby the Church persuades Men of its own Au-
thority? Or else on the other side, if the Church prove its Author-
ity from it self, then the same thing shall be proved by it self: But
yet I ask, What Judgment of the Church is it, whereby its Authority is
proved? They say both the Testimony of the Ancient, and of the Pre-
sent Church. But how can the Testimony of the Ancient Church be
known, but by the Writings of those that formerly lived, the Books
of Fathers, and Decrees of Councils? But we would know how
we shall have greater assurance that those Books were written by those
Fathers whose Names they bear, and those Decrees made by those
Councils to which they are ascribed, than that the Scripture is the
Word of God? How came we to be more certain that Cyprian's, or Au-
fra's Works were Writ by them, than that the four Gospels were Writ-
ten by the four Evangelists, or Paul's Epistles by him? And if the Pre-
sent Church prove its Authority by the Ancient Church, it must prove
it but to very few; for they are but few that ever saw, and yet fewer
that ever read the Writings of the Ancients, and many perhaps have
never heard of them. And besides, the Ancient Church was sometime
the Present Church, and when it was so, from whence might it prove
its
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its Authority? From some more Ancient no doubt, according to our Adversaries discourse, it must be. But from whence did the first Church prove its Authority (for we must come to a first) when there was none before it to prove it by? Lastly, the Authority of the Present Church cannot be proved by the Testimony of the Present Church: For then it must be either by a part of it, but that cannot be; for a part of the Present Church is inferior to the whole of it, and he that questions the Authority of the whole, will no less question that of a part; Or else, by the whole Church, and then the Authority of the whole Church must be proved by the Authority of the whole Church; we must believe She is the Church, because She says She is the Church.

Arg. 5. If we are to believe the Divinity of the Scripture, merely on the Churches Authority, then that Faith can be but an humane Faith, because founded on no better than the Authority of Men: our Faith can be no better than its Foundation; a Divine Faith cannot be built upon humane Testimony; but the Papists themselves are ashamed to own a thing so groffly absurd, as that the Faith whereby we believe one main Article of Religion, the Divinity of the Scripture, should be but an humane Faith.

Excep. To this therefore they say, That the Faith whereby we believe the Scripture to be the Word of God is a Divine Faith, and built on the Testimony of God, and that Testimony is no other than the Testimony of the Church. We easily reply,

Ans. 1. That the Churches Testimony is no otherwise the Testimony of God, than as it agrees with the Word of God; and when it doth so we arc to believe what the Church says, not merely because the Church says it, but because God says it: And if the Church holds forth to me any Divine Truth, and I yield my assent to it, merely because the Church declares it to me, though what I believe be a Divine Truth, yet the Faith with which I receive it will be but an humane Faith; the Truth is of God, but my Faith is in Man; Whereas if I believe any Truth because God speaks it, though not by the Church nor any Officer of it, but some private Person, yet my Faith is a Divine Faith, and the Testimony of a private person speaking what the Scripture speaks, is as really the voice of God as the Testimony of the Church.

2. Some of the most Learned of the Papists themselves make a great difference between the Testimony of God, and of the Church; the former they grant to be altogether Divine, the latter modo quidam, after a fort Divine; the former they reckon to be the primary Foundation of Faith, the latter but the secondary; nay some of them acknowledge that Faith which rests only on the Authority of the Church, not to be Divine; and some the Churches Testimony to be but the condition sine qua non, the condition without which we cannot believe the Divinity of the Scriptures, which sure they would scarce do if they thought the Testimony of the Church to be the Testimony of God: And if the Testimony

Deus per Ecclesiam loquens non alter loquitur, quam si immediate per Visiones et Somnia; aut quovis atio supernaturali modo revelandi, nobis loqueretur. St. plet.
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mony of the Church be but in some sort a Divine Testimony, the Faith which is built upon it can be but in some sort a Divine Faith: and if the Testimony of the Church be but the secondary Foundation of Faith, How comes it to be (according to Stapleton) the Testimony of God himself, which sure they will allow to be the primary Foundation of Faith?

3. Before they can evince the Testimony of the Church to be the Testimony of God, they must first prove the Church to be absolutely Infallible, and see they agree among themselves about it, lest we be still at a loss how to know what is that Church whose Testimony is the voice of God himself.

And 4. If I do but deny the Testimony of the Church to be the Testimony of God (as we do) how will they prove it? By the Testimony of the Church; I shall not take its word. Or will they say it hath such Notes of its being the Voice of God in it, as thereby to manifest it self to be his Voice? They will get nothing by that, for I am ready to say the fame of the Scripture. Or, Lastly, Will they prove it by the Scripture? Then they plainly give away their Cause, and own the Authority of the Scripture to be before the Testimony of the Church.

Arg. 6. If we must believe the Scripture to be the Word of God, only because the Church determines it to be so, then we must believe all things in it to be of God for the same reason only: That Christ came into the world to save Sinners, that whoever believeth in him, shall have everlasting Life, &c. and all the Promises of the Gospel must be believed to be made to us by God, only because the Church tells us they were, and the Truth of them, as to us, depends meerly on the Churches Authority, and so all the comfort of our hearts, and the hopes we have of Heaven must be primarily derived from the Authority of the Church, and ultimately resolved into it: What a case had we been in if it had not pleased the Church to receive these Promises into the Canon? and if the Papists say true, she might not have received them; for (as we shall see by and by) it depends wholly upon the Church what Books shall be Canonical, and what not, and by the same reason what parts of those Books; and consequently, whether all the Promises of the Gospel shall be Canonical or not; and so we owe all our Hope to the Churches Charity, and must count her a good-natur'd Mother for not cutting off these Breaks of Consolation, but leaving something for her poor Children to hang up on, to keep them from perishing. Belike it is the Churches favour that all the World is not damned. I am sure the best Promises in the Scripture, if the Papist Doctrine take place, can afford but cold comfort. For if I be asked, What ground I have for my Hopes of Salvation? I answer the Promises of God. If I be asked again, Are these Promises true? I answer, Yes. But how doth that appear? Why, because God made them. But how do I know God made them? Well enough; for the Church says he did. Here the Authority of the Church is the first Foundation of all my Hopes: And poor ones, God knows, they

See the Papists Objections.
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they are, if no better grounded, and little comfort I am like to have in them. It is to little purpose to tell me, the Testimony of the Church is not merely Humane; for is it merely Divine! If it be not, it cannot found a Faith which is merely Divine: And when my Soul, and the everlasting Salvation of it, lies at stake, I think I am concerned to see that my Faith and Hopes have a sure Foundation; and that I am sure none can be which is not merely Divine.

Arg. 7. If the Testimony of the Church is necessary, and the only sufficient Reason of our believing the Divineness of the Scripture, then it will certainly follow, that no man who is out of the Church, can be called into the Church by the Scripture; Which is pretty strange Doctrine, and yet I see not how possibly the Papists can evade it; for they that are called into the Church by the Scripture are persuaded by the Scripture, and convinced by it that it is their duty to join themselves to the Church: But this can never be if the Scripture be of no Authority with them; whatever convinceth or persuades a man must certainly have some Authority with him; and if therefore the Church persuades men by the Scripture, that Scripture must needs be received, and own'd here they be joined to the Church; the Scripture being the very Reason and Argument whereby they are persuaded. The Conclusion will not be yielded to if the Medium from whence it is infer'd be not first granted; and in this case the Scripture is the Medium the Church makes use of in persuading men to embrace her Society. Thus it was in the beginning of the Gospel-Church, Acts 2. Peter disproves the conceit some of the Jews had of him, and the rest of the Apostles, that they were full of new Wine, by the Testimony of Scripture, Joel 2. 28. Prophecying concerning the pouring out of the Holy Ghost in the latter days. Then he proves the Resurrection of Christ, by Psal. 16. 8, &c. And his Ascension into Heaven, by Psal. 110. 1. And his being the Christ promised to David to be of the fruit of his Loins, by Psal. 132. 11. And hereupon follows the bringing into the Church three thousand of the Hearers, who When they heard these things, were pricked in their hearts, Act. 2. 32. And so ch. 3. How often doth Peter cite the Prophets, particularly, Moses v. 22. And Philip thus Preacheth to the Eunuch out of the Prophet Isaiah, ch. 8. And Peter again to Cornelius out of the Prophets, ch. 10. 43. And Paul Acts. 13. where we find some both Jews and Gentiles wrought on by his Preaching, and brought into the Church. And was it the Authority of these Apostles, that is, in the Papists title, the Church, that persuaded thus many? Alas, they that heard them did not once dream of their being the Church, and therefore did not believe on that account.

Arg. 8. No Law receives its Authority of binding Men to subjection to it, from those that are merely subject to it, and did not make it; therefore the Scripture hath not its Authority from the Church, which is merely subject to it as a Law, and is not the Author of it.

Vid. Chalmonstr. de Cai. 1. 6.12.
The whole Church is so, and not only Pastors but People; and if the Pope himself be not under the Scripture, as the Law by which he is to be ruled, well may he pass for a Ævossa, that wicked, or lawless One spoken of 2 Thess. 2. 8. True indeed, a Law may be made known by an Herald that proclaims it, but Who can say it receives its Authority of binding the Subjects from him, when he himself is one of them, and as much bound to it, as any else? Allow the Church to be the Herald which Proclaims and Publisheth this Law, Must She therefore give Authority to it? Put case, a Subject hear of a Law though not by an Herald, Is he not bound to submit to it, because he did not hear it proclaimed? Suppose a Man come to the knowledge of the Scripture, some other way than by the Miniftery of the Church, in the Popish fence, that is, the Pastors of it, as it is storied the Indians, and the Iberians did by the help of private Persons, Is he not bound to submit to it? Mulf he suspend his Belief till he have the Testimony of the Church to assure him that the Scripture is of God?

"If it be said, that a Law doth not bind till it be promulgated, and the promulgation of it is the Churches busines. I Answer; God hath published his Law sufficiently in the Scripture, and to it all must be subject to whom the Scripture comes, whether the Church further tells them that it is the Word of God or not; as in the case mentioned it was received and submitted to. I wonder how the Church was the Herald that proclaimed the Law of God to the Iberians, when they received it from a poor captive Woman. Stapleton (before) tells us, That when Paul preached to the Thesaloniens his voice was the voice of the Church; And I pray was this poor Woman's voice the voice of the Church too? By my confeft let her even be the Church itself, virtual, infallible, a meer Pope Joan the first. But further, if the Church publish this Law we speak of, and it doth not bind till published by her, Upon what account did she herfelf believe it when the first published it? (Let the Question be concerning the Herald himself why he believes the Law which himfelf proclaims? ) Doth the Church believe the Scripture to be the Word of God at all antecedently to her own publishing and propounding it to others, or not? Is her Faith wrought in her by the Testimony she herfelf gives to the Scripture, or by something before? I suppose the Papifts will scarce be fo mad as to fay the former; For what kind of Faith must that be, when a man believes meerly upon his own Testimony? And how can the Church be the Church before he believes? If they fay, the Churches Faith in the Scripture was wrought in her before her own Testimony concerning its Divinenefs, I would fain know what that is by which it is wrought? If it be any thing in the Word itself, or be the Testimony of the Spirit, Why may not I, or any man else believe the Scripture before the Church give in her Testimony concerning it, upon the fame account that she herfelf doth? But if she believe the Divinity of the Scripture upon the Testimony
mony of the former Church, I would know again, What better assurance the hath of the Testimony of the former Church, than of the Scripture it self, seeing the can know it only out of the Writings of the Ancients? and whoever questions the Authority of the Scripture, may upon much better grounds question the Writings of Fathers, and Decrees of Councils, as was said before.

Arg. 9. They that believe not the Scripture to be the Word of God, when propounded to them as such, though they have not the Testimony of the Church to confirm them in it, yet Sin in their not believing it, and are therefore bound to believe it, antecedently to the Church’s Testimony (for if they were not bound to believe it, they should not Sin in disbelieving it) and consequently the Scripture hath its Authority in it self, and before the Testimony of the Church; and therefore not from it. That Men Sin in not believing the Scripture even without the Churches Testimony, is proved from Acts 13. 46, 51, where Paul shakes off the Dust of his Feet against the Unbelieving Jews, and tells them they Judg themselves unworthy of Eternal Life. See Acts 28. 24. 
where he declares their actual Unbelief to be the effect of their hard-heartedness; which though it might be judicial, they being left of God to themselves and their own Lufts, yet withal it was sinful too, and contracted by themselves. And will any Man say, That these Jews in refusing the Gospel did not Sin? I suppose the Papists themselves scarce will. If they say, as formerly, That Paul’s Testimony was the Testimony of the Church; I answer, Those Jews own’d no such thing as a Gospel-Church, nor any Authority it had to bind them to the Belief of the Gospel; and consequently could not own Paul as an Officer of that Church, his Apostleship being merely a Gospel-Office, which Man could not submit to who did not first receive the Gospel by which he was constituted an Apostle. If they say, they might know him to be an Apostle by the Miracles he wrought; I answer again, That Acts 13. when he Preached at Antioch in Pisidia, we have no mention of any Miracle he there wrought, yet some both Jews and Gentiles believed, v. 42, 43. And therefore they neither received himself nor his Preaching upon the account of his Miracles, nor could Miracles make it the Duty of the unbelieving Jews to submit to Paul as an Officer of the Gospel-Church when no Miracle was wrought by him. If it be said that he was known by the fame of his Miracles else where wrought which gave credit to him; Then it will follow, that Paul was to be believed for his Miracles fake, as well as the Gospel for his fake; and thence again, That the Gospel was not to be believed merely for Paul’s own Authority, but principally for his Miracles, it being for their fake that he himself was owned as having any Authority; and if so, Either Paul’s Authority was not the Authority of the Church, or the Authority of Paul as the Church was not Supream, for that of his Miracles was above it: That which procured credit to him was of greater Authority.
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than himself. Upon the whole it seems by this reply of the Papists that Miracles were the great thing which procured credit to Paul's Preachings; and if they did, the Authority of the Church did not, unless, as before they made Paul and the Church the same, so here they will make Miracles and the Church the same.

**Arg. 10** It cannot be certainly known by the Testimony of the Church, that the Scripture is the Word of God, and therefore it hath not, as to us, its Authority from the Church. If it may be certainly known that the Scripture is the Word of God, by the Testimony of the Church, then, Either it must be by the Testimony of the Universality of Believers, or of the Pastors; not the former, for (beside that the Papists themselves exclude them, and say that the Scripture is to have Authority with them, but not from them) Either we speak of the Multitude of Believers separately and disjunctively, and so they cannot give credit to the Scripture, when they are all of them fallible and liable to Error: Or else all together and in conjunction; but so likewise they cannot certify us of the Divinencis of the Scripture, because they never did, never will meet together to do it; and we may say long enough ere we believe the Divinity of the Scripture, if we tarry till all the Believers in the World meet together to give in their Verdict concerning it. If we speak of the Church merely in the Popish fence, for the Pastors of it, there will be as much uncertainty as in the other; for either we must consider them separately too, or in conjunction; if separately, they are all liable to Error, and according to the Papists themselves they do all believe the Scripture on the Authority of the Church, and therefore cannot give Authority to it; if we consider them all together, when did, or when will the Pastors of all the Churches in the World meet together to give their joynst Testimony to the Scripture? And if they should, Why are we bound to believe them? They were not infallible singly, nor can they be any more so conjunctly, if all the several parts of the integral, the Church, be liable to Error or Corruption, Why is not the whole? But suppose the Pastors meet by their Delegates in a General Council, Will that mend the Matter? Not at all that I see; for it is not yet determined by the Papists themselves, where the Supream Authority, which should give Testimony to the Scripture, doth reside, whether in Pope, Council, or both; and so we are left at uncertainties, and know not to whom to go, whose word to take, but must suspend our belief of the Divinencis of the Scripture, till it be agreed upon among our Adversaries, whose Authority is indeed Supream and to be relied upon. Yet put case a General Council be the chief which gives Testimony to the Scripture; How shall we know that this Council hath not Err'd in determining the Scripture to be the Word of God? Shall we know it by the Scripture? It is supposed we doubt concerning that, and so its Testimony is not valid; Or by the Testimony of the Church? Why, this Council is the Church it self, which
which determines in its own Case, and so we must believe this Council hath not Err’d, because it says it hath not Err’d. If the Pope be the Church virtual, and we must receive the Scripture on his credit, the same Objection will be against him, for How shall we know he doth not Err? By the Scripture? But it is yet in Question; Or by the Testimony of the Church? The Pope himself is this Church, and then we must believe he hath not Erred, only because he faith he hath not Erred. Lastly, Let Pope and Council both together be this Church, How shall we know they both together do not Err? Not by the Scripture, for that is not yet own’d; nor by the Testimony of the Church, for Pope and Council together are this Church, and their Testimony concerning themselves is not to be received. And to conclude, How shall we know that Pope and Council are the Church? Not because they themselves say so, nor because the Scripture doth, for that is not yet believed; nor by the Testimony of the Spirit, for Why shall that bear witness any more to the Church, that it is the Church, than to the Scripture, that it is the Word of God? Nor yet by Notes or Marks inherent in the Church, for, Why may not the same be allowed to the Scripture? And how shall we know these marks to be true, but by the Scripture, by which alone we can judge of the nature, and properties of the Church? And yet still it is supposed that the Scripture is not believed.

4. This may suffice to shew the absurdity of the Popish Doctrine, let us in the next place see what grounds they have for it, and how they oppose the Truth: I shall only speak to the chief of their Arguments, and reduce them to as few Heads as well as I can; any that would see them more largely handled, may consult several of our Protestant Divines, who speak more fully to this Point, than the shortness of a Sermon will permit.

Obj. “Either (say they) the Authority of the Scripture must be known by the Church, or by the Scripture itself, or by the Testimony of the Spirit; but it cannot be known either of the two latter ways; and therefore can only the first. First, That it cannot be known by the Scripture itself, they prove, because neither the whole Scripture can be proved by the whole, nor one part of it by another. For if a man deny the whole Scripture it will be in vain to attempt the proof of one part by another, when such a one doth no more receive the Authority of one part than of another: And the whole cannot be proved by the whole; for then the same thing should be proved by itself; and whereas that which is brought to prove another thing should itself be more clear than that which it is to prove, in this case one obscure thing should prove another; or rather an obscure thing be brought to prove itself, for the whole Scripture cannot be said to be more clear, or better known than itself. Before I propound the other part of their proof, I shall answer to this.
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Ans. The Divine Authority of the Scripture may be known by the Scripture itself. For, 1. The Authority of one part of it may be proved by another part to those that do not deny the whole. Some there have been, and still may be, who have received some part of the Scriptures, and not others; such we may prove that part which they deny, by that which they all. The Sadducees acknowledged the Five Books of Moses, but not the Prophets; our Saviour Christ therefore when he had to do with them, did not cite the Prophesie of Daniel to prove the Resurrection of the Dead, but Moses' Writings, Mat. 22. But when he dealt with others of the Jews who received the whole Old Testament, he proved what he spake out of other parts of it, out of the Prophets themselves; and so bids them more generally search the Scripture. Why may not we do likewise? We shall see how the Old and New Testament prove each other, so that we may argue with men that acknowledg the one, so as by that they allow, to prove that which they deny.

1. The Old Testament is proved by the New, Luk. 24. 44. Christ divides the whole Old Testament into Moses, the Prophets and the Psalms, and thereby declares them all to be Canonical; that was then the usual way by which the Jews did divide the Old Testament. And here in the Text, Abraham sends Dives's Brethren to Moses and the Prophets. And Job. 10. 34, 35. Christ mentioning a place out of the Psalms, bears witness to the whole Old Testament under the name of the Scripture, The Scripture cannot be broken. And we find particular parts of the Old Testament proved in the New, Mat. 5. Christ confirms the Law of Moses as to its Divine Authority, when he explains it, beside other places in which he speaks of some particular Laws, Mat. 12. 42. and Luk. 4. 26. and especially Heb. 11. the Historical part of the Scripture is confirmed; and how many Testimonies have we out of the Psalms and Prophets every where, which do the fame. The twelve lesser Prophets are at once proved by Stevens alledging them, Act. 7. 42. where the Testimony cited is out of Amos; but Steven mentions the Book of the Prophets, i.e. That Volume of the smaller Prophets which among the Jews was reckoned as one Book.

2. The New Testament is confirmed by the Old. For how often doth Christ and his Apostles prove their Doctrine out of the Old Testament? when they quote the Old Testament, it is a good proof of its Authority to any that own the New; and when by those Quotations they prove their own Doctrine, it is a good Argument for the proof of the New Testament, to them that believe the Old, as the case was of the Jews at that time; and therefore our Saviour Christ refers them to the Old Testament, particularly Moses, Job. 5. 45. 46. for the proof of the great Doctrine he held forth to them, That he was the Messias that should come into the World. So Peter, Act. 3. refers to Deut. 18. to prove what he was preaching, A Prophet shall the Lord your God raise up to you, &c. The same we may say of the Types of the Old Testament, that they confirm
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firm the New, in which we find them fulfilled. If any say, We find no particular confirmation of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, in the New Testament: I answer, They are confirmed by our Saviour Christ in his general Division of the Old Testament, according to the Jewish account, into the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms, under which these Books were contained; the whole Volume of the Hagiographa going under the name of the Psalms.

2: But now, what if we have to do with those that deny the whole Scripture, admit no part of it, How shall we convince them that it is the Word of God? I answer,

1. Not by the Church, be sure; for if they have no reverence for any part of the Scripture, they will have as little for the Church, which hath no being as a Church, but from the Scripture; and therefore it will be a most vain thing to attempt a proof of the Scripture, either in part, or in the whole, by the Church, which is as unknown in the nature of a Church, to them that question the Scripture, as the Scripture itself is.

2. We would prove the whole Scripture by the whole, as well as one part of it by another. For as the whole systeme of GOD's Works in the Creation proves it to be of God, and to have him for his Author, Psal. 19. 1, &c. by all those eminent signs and effects of GOD's Goodness, Power and Wisdom which are to be seen in the whole: So likewise doth the whole Scripture prove God to be the Author of it, by all those signs and evidences of his Wisdom, Goodness, Power and Holiness which appear in the whole, and manifest it to be of God. Nor doth it follow from hence, That if the whole Scripture prove it self, it is, as the Papists say, more known than it self, simply and absolutely, though in some respects, it certainly may be so, as a man in one respect may be more known than himself in another: A man when he hath given some eminent proofs of his Learning, is thereby more known than without them he is; so the Scripture too considered with all those Evidences of GOD's Goodness, Wisdom, Holiness, &c. which appear in it, is more known than it self when these are not considered. How do we prove the Sun to be the Sun but by the glory of its light, which so far excels the light of other Stars? and is not the Sun considered with its light more known to us than considered in it self? How do we come to the knowledge of the nature of things in the World, but by considering their Properties, Qualities, Effects, &c. which plainly declare what their nature is; seeing such Properties, &c. could not be but where such a nature is? So likewise here, there are those Properties in the Scripture, those Excellencies which could be from none but God; and therefore make it appear that that Writing which hath those Excellencies in it is of God. To speak of these distinctly is not my present business, not having to do with them that deny the Scripture.

2. "We cannot (say the Papists again) know the Scripture to be the "Word of God, by the Testimony of the Spirit; for either it is by the "publick Testimony, which is that of the Church, and if this be gran-
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"tly, they have enough; or its private Testimony, but then (they say) "it will follow; 1. That our Faith in the Scripture is Enthusiasm.
"2. That if the private Testimony of the Spirit be questioned, it cannot "be proved but by the Scripture; and so the Scripture being proved "by the Spirit, and the Spirit again by the Scripture, we shall run in a "round, which is no lawful way of arguing.

Ans. To this I answer; That we know the Scripture to be of God by "the publick Testimony of the Spirit, but I deny his publick Testimony to be his witnessing by the Church; it is indeed his witnessing by the Scripture it self when he witneffeth it to be of God, by those Excellen-cies of it which evidence it so to be; and this he witneffeth to all that have their eyes open to see it, and in that respect it may be called pub-lick; and when he witneffeth the fame thing by the fame means, in the hearts of particular Believers, and so applys his publick Testimony to private Confiences, enlightening and iabling men to believe upon his publick Testimony; you may if you pleafe call that his private Testi-mony. This clearly cuts off all that the adversaries object, and no such things will follow, as they pretend, upon what we maintain. We know no other private Testimony of the Spirit, but this particular application of his publick one; and then I am sure there is no danger of Enthu-siasm. For that is properly Enthusiasm when God reveals any thing to mens minds immediately and in an extraordinary way, and without the intervention of the usual means whereby he is wont to make himself known to men, as in former times he did to the Patriarchs, Prophets and Apostles, (and the Enthusiasm both the Papifts and we find fault with is, when men pretend to this which yet they have no:) But when God makes known his Will in an ordinary way, by the use of instruments, and means for the conveying of Spiritual knowledge to them, this is not En-thusiasm, as when Faith comes by hearing, Rom. 10. And so it is in the case before us; when the Spirit witneffeth to the hearts of private Believers that the Scripture is the Word of God, he doth it in an ordinary way, working in them a Faith of the Scripture, by those Arguments of Divinity, which are in the Scripture it self, and makes ufe of them, as means to induce them to believe. As the light and brightness of the Sun is the Medium whereby it is known to be the Sun; so that Divine light and power which is in the Word, is the very Medium and Argument, where-by the Spirit (enabling us to perceive it) persuades us that that Word is the Word of God. And I would ask our Adversaries, Can a private man believe the Divinity of the Scripture meerly on the Authority of the Church, without the Spirits witneffing it to him by that Authority? if they say, Yes, then they must acknowledge that Faith to be meerly hu-mane because not wrought by God; if they say, No, (as they must if they be constant to themselves in holding that the Spirit witneffeth by the Church), then when the Spirit witneffeth to the Confiience of a private Believer by the Church, why is not that Enthusiasm too? for when he wit-
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witnesseth to a private Conscience by this application of his publie Testament, here is as much a private Spirit, and a private Testimony as any we speak of; the only difference is in the Medium the Spirit useth in this private work, which they say is the Testimony of the Church, and we say, is the Scripture itself; both of us agree that it is the Spirits publie Testimony, but they call one thing so, and we another. If they say, That yet this is not Enthusiasm, because here is no immediate Revelation, but means are made use of; I say the same of the Spirits witnesling to the Divinity of the Scripture in the heart of a private Believer, by the Scripture itself, or those notes of Divinity which are apparent in the Word; this is no more immediate than the other, nor any less by the intervention of means.

And for the other Consequent they would infer from the private Testimony of the Spirit, that then we shall run in a round, and prove the Scripture to be the Word of God by the Testimony of the Spirit, and prove the Spirit again by the Scripture. There is as little fear of this as of the other: For we bring not the private Testimony of the Spirit in our Consciences (against which only this Objection is made), or his applying his publie Testimony to us in a way of illumination and conviction of our minds, as the Argument inducing us to believe; but that we say, is his publie Testimony in the Word, when he witnesseth its Divinity to us by that Excellency, Light and Power which is in the Word itself, and makes use of that to persuade us to believe. The Spirit indeed is the Efficient of our Faith, or the Agent which causeth us to believe, enlightening our minds, and drawing our hearts to consent the Truth; but the Evidences of Divinity we see in the Scripture, through the Spirits enlightning us, is the reason or motive of our believing; they move us to believe objectively, but the Spirit effectively. So that here is no danger of a Circle in our Discourse, or proving idem per idem; for if I be asked, How I know the Scripture to be the Word of God? This question may have a double sense; for either it is meant of the power and virtue whereby I believe; and then I answer, By the Power and Efficiency of the Spirit of God opening the eyes of my Understanding, and enabling me to believe; or it is meant of the Medium or Argument made use of, and by which, as a Motive, I am drawn to believe; and then I answer; Those impressions of Divinity the Spirit hath left on the Word, and by which he witnesseth it to be of God, are the Argument or Motive persuading me to believe. Now when they ask how I know the Spirit who witnesseth in my Conscience to the Divinity of the Scripture to be the Spirit of God? the Question is plainly by what Means or Argument I am persuaded that it is the Spirit of God, and then I answer by those properties of the Spirit which the Scripture mentions. And so the Question, How I know the Scripture to be the Word of God? either is concerning the Efficient of my belief of the Scripture, or else it is not to the purpose, (for I do not allledge the Efficiency
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ciency or inward operating of the Spirit, as the motive of my Faith, and the latter is concerning the Objective cause, or Argument inducing me to believe the Spirit to be the Spirit of God. The mistake is this, They would fasten upon us, that we make the Spirit in his inward work upon our hearts to be the motive to our Faith, whereas we only make it to be the Efficient of our Faith.

To conclude this Answer to their first Argument: Let us see if it may not be retorted upon themselves. If the Churches Testimony give Authority to the Scripture (as Papists say) then if a Man deny the Authority of the Church, How will they prove it? For neither one part of the Church can give credit to the other, when the whole is questioned, nor can the whole Church give credit to it Self, for then the whole Church will be more known than it Self. Or, if we ask, How comes the Church to believe the Scripture? Is it by its own Testimony? but sure it must believe it ere it can give Testimony to it: Or is it by the Testimony of the Spirit? If so, is it by the Publick Testimony of the Spirit? That cannot be; for according to them, that is no other than the Testimony of the Church it Self, the absurdity of which hath been already shewn. Or if it be the Private Testimony of the Spirit, then they by their own arguing, will run into Enthusiasm, as well as We. And indeed they do plainly run into a Circle in their proving the Scripture by the Authority of the Church, and the Authority of the Church again by the Scripture; for with them the Authority of the Church is the Motive or Argument whereby they prove the Divine Authority of the Scripture, and that again is the Motive or Argument by which they prove the Authority of the Church. And so both the Church and the Scripture are more known than each other, and yet less too; more known because they prove each other, and less known because they are proved by each other. Here they are themselves in a nooz, but it is no matter; the Popes Omnipotency can easily break it, or the Churches Authority make her Logick Canonical, though all the Athenians in the World should make it Apocryphal.

Obj. 2. "It is necessary for us in Religion to have the Canon of Scripture certain, but this we cannot have otherwise than by the Church; because its Authority is most certain, and the only one which is sufficient to remove all doubts concerning the Divineness of the Scripture out of our minds, both because God speaks by the Church, and because the Church best knows the Scripture: She is Christ's Bride, and therefore best knows the voice of the Bridegroom; she hath the Spirit of Christ, and therefore can best judge of his Word, and the file of it.

Ans. We deny that the Canon of the Scripture cannot be known but by the Church; and the Contrary hath been already proved: The Scripture hath been owned and received where no such Judgment of the Church hath been. And it is as false that the Authority of the Church is the
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the greatest and most certain; for that of the Scripture upon which the Church and her Authority depends, is above it. God speaks in the Scripture, and by it teacheth the Church herself; and therefore his Authority in the Scripture is greater, the Authority of him that teacheth, than of those by whom he teacheth. As the Authority of a King in his Laws, is greater than that of an Officer that proclaims them. A King may by his Counsel or Judges acquaint his Subjects with his Laws; But will it therefore follow, because he speaks his mind, which is in those Laws, by such Officers, that their Authority is greater than that of those Laws themselves? God speaks by the Church (the true Church we mean) but he speaks nothing by her but what he speaks in the Scripture, which he doth only Ministerially declare to us; and therefore the Authority of God and his Law is above hers, who though she publish yet did not make it, but is her self subject to it, and by that Law only stands obliged to publish it to others. And for what they say of the Church's ability to judge of the Scripture; We answer, That She cannot judge of the Stile of the Scripture otherwise than by the help of the Spirit, and by the same private Christians may judge too, and there be no means whereby the Church can know the Scripture to be the Word of God, but particular Believers may know it by the same: And if the Church's Authority be so great in our Adversaries Opinion, because She can so well judge of the Stile of the Scripture, How much greater is that of the Scripture, which is able by its Stile to manifest it Self to the Church?

Except. 'But (say they) we do not know the Voice of Christ in the Scripture, but by the Church; therefore her Authority is greater.

Ans. This is both False and Inconsequent. False, for it hath been sufficiently evinced that the Voice of Christ may be otherwise known, and hath been too. Inconsequent, in that it follows not that the Authority of the Church is therefore greater than that of the Scripture: John Baptist directed many to Christ, and suppose without his direction of them and witnessing to Christ they had never come to him, Will it thence follow that John's Authority was greater than Christ's? The Church, we grant may be a mean whereby many are brought to the Belief of the Scripture, who yet afterward do believe upon better grounds, as being persuaded by the Word it Self.

Obj. 'We can no otherwise know the Scripture to be the Word of God, than as we know what Books are Canonical, and what not, what were written by Inspired Pen-Men, and what were not; but this we can know only by the Authority of the Church. This is proved because some Books which at first were not received as Canonical, the Church did afterward receive, as Ecclesiasticus, Tobit, Susanna, the Books of Maccabees, &c. The Epistle to the Hebrews, the Second of Peter, Second and Third of John, and the Revelation. And Books which are not Canonical, are therefore not Canonical because

Y y
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the Church would not allow them as such; viz. The Revelation of Paul, the Gospel of Peter, Thomas, Matthias, &c. And lastly, Some Books written by Prophets and Apostles are not Canonical, because the Church hath not determined that they are so.

Ans. To let pass what a Learned Protestant largely proves, viz. That it is possible to know the Scripture to be the Word of God, and yet not know which Books are particularly Canonical, and written by Inspired Pen-Men; that it may be known that the Doctrine contained in those Books is of God, though it be not known whether it were writ by such as were immediately Inspired themselves, or had it from those that were. In the Primitive Times some not only Good Men, but Churches too, did deny some of those Books to be Canonical which we now generally receive, and yet they did receive the Word of God, and the Doctrine contained in those Books, though they questioned whether those Books themselves were written by such as were immediately Inspired or not. And do not the Papists themselves tell us, That the Canon of the Scripture was not establisht for a long time after the Apostles days, till it might be done by General Councils? And yet sure the Church did in the mean time own the Word of God, and know the Voice of Christ.

We say then that it may be known which Books are Canonical and which are not, otherwise than by the Church, for the Church her Self knows them otherwise than by her Self, or Her own Authority. When She declares them to be Canonical, She believes them to be Canonical, and her believing them to be Canonical is Antecedent to Her declaring them to be so; She must learn Her Self, before She can Teach Others: She believes them therefore to be Canonical, because She sees the Stamp of God upon them, and that they are such as can be of none but God. (The same way likewise private Believers may know them.) And when the Church sees this Stamp of God upon a Book, She thence concludes it to be Divine, and then declares it to be so.

Excep. But how then comes it to pass, That some Books of Canonical Scripture were not so soon received as others, if all have such an Impress of Divinity upon them?

Ans. I answer: That these Notes of Divinity, which are sufficient in all the several Books of Scripture to demonstrate them to be of God, yet may be more clear and illustrious in some than in others, as Gods Power and Wisdom may be more apparent, and conspicuous in some of His Works than in others of them: Or else it may be from the different degrees of illumination, afforded to different Persons, and in different Ages: When some doubted of some Books of Scripture, all did not, and they that did not, had a greater measure of the Spirit, as to that at least, than others had.

Now to their particular Proofs of the Minor Proposition in their Arguments, We Answer particularly.

1. That
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1. That those Books annex'd by the Papists to the Old Testament, and called by them Deuterocanonical, and by us better still than Apocryphal; such as the Books of Maccabees, Esdras, Tobit, &c. never were received into the Canon by the Ancient Church, nor can they produce the Decree of any one Ancient Council wherein they were owned; as for Modern Councils we matter them not. They say that these Books were doubted of at first, and afterward received. Belike then the Church at first did not know them to be the Word of God; and if she be the Bride of Christ, who best of all knows the Bridegrooms Voice, How came she for so long time not to know it? Here certainly, in spight of Infallibility, the Church must be in an Error; for if she doubted of the Divinity of these Books, when yet they were really Divine, the err'd in so doubting; and if she did know them to be of God, and yet did not receive them, she was more erroneous, that is, she was plainly rebellious. As for the Epistle to the Hebrews, the second of Peter, and those others which we all own as Canonical, though some particular Perfons or Churches might doubt of their Authentickness, yet it doth not appear that all ever did. Some of the Papists themselves confess that the Epistle to the Hebrews was generally acknowledged, unless by two or three of the Latin Fathers; and Hieron reckons both that, and the Revelation as generally acknowledged for Canonical. However when these Books were owned as Canonical, it was not on the bare Authority of the Church; For how came the Church her self to acknowledge them? How came she to know that they were written by Inspiration? Did she believe it on her own credit? Or did she not rather receive them as Canonical, because she found them Canonical, perceiving the stamp of God upon them? and sure the same reason might make us receive them, though the Church had not testified concerning them.

2. To the second Thing they alleged, concerning the Revelation of Paul, the Gospel of Peter, &c. or any Book written by Philosophers, or by Hereticks; I answer, That if the Church did reject them, she did do but her duty, and it will not follow from her rejecting them, that there was no other way of knowing them not to be Canonical, beside the Churches disowning them. For upon what grounds did the Church disown them? Upon her own Authority? Then she rejected them because she rejected them, judged them not to be Canonical because she judged them not to be Canonical. If she did disown them because she saw not that Dignity and Excellency in them, which the few in the Books of the Old and New Testament, and which might persuade that they were of God; sure then it was not merely the Churches Authority which made them not to be Canonical; and on the same grounds that the Church rejected those Books, we likewise may do it. Sure I am Eusebius reckons those Books not only as forged, but as something worse, that is, absurd and impious.

Speaking of both, Et tamen Nos uram quis, suscipimus, nequam hujus temporis conser- tudinem, sed veterum Scriptorum Autoritatem sequentes, qui plebem universam, et Judaeorum Decretum, non ut interdum de Apocryphis sacris solent, &c. Epist. ad Darden.
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3. "When they say that some Writings of the Prophets and Apostles themselves are not Canonical, and therefore not fo, because not acknowledged by the Church to be so. I Ans. That some things the Prophets and Apostles might write as private Men, and not by the Inspiration and special direction of the Holy Ghost, and such never were to be received into the Canon of the Scripture, nor were written with any intent that they should. But those things which they write as Prophets, and as Apostles, by the immediate Inspiration and special direction of the Spirit; and for this end, that they might be the Rule of the Saints Faith, were all received into the Canon: If they deny this, let them produce any such Writing of Prophets, or Apostles not yet received as Canonical. For what they say out of 1 Chron. 29.29. of the Writings of Samuel, Nathan & Gad, How will they ever make it evident that they were other than the Books of Samuel, written partly by himself while he lived, and partly by Gad and Nathan after his death? And so likewise, 2 Chron. 9.29. the Writing of Nathan, Abijah and Iddo, and 2 Chron. 13.22. Iddo again, 2.29, 30. Jebus, How will they ever prove them to be other than what we have in the Books of Kings? It is true, too, that mention is made of some Writings of Solomon which are not in the Canon; but how will it appear that they ever ought to be there, or were ever written for that purpose? As for any Writings of the Apostles which are not in the Scripture, the chief infitit on is the Epistles, as they would have it, of Paul to the Laodiceans, mentioned Col. 4. which we deny to have been written by Paul, nor will the words enforce any such thing; the Epistle from Laodicea is one thing, and to Laodicea another: It is most likely to have been some Letter written by the Laodiceans to Paul, in which there being some things that concerned the Colossians, the Apostle adviseth them to read that Epistle. Hierom faith of this Epistle, that some do read it as one of Paul's, but it is generally rejected. And for other Books which they mention, they have been as generally disowned by the Church as fictitious, and not written by the Authors whose Names they bear. The same Father caffhiers several of them together, that went under the Name of Peter, as being all Apocryphal.

Obj. 4. "We cannot confute Hereticks who deny the Scripture or part of it, but by the Authority of the Catholick Church, which receives it.

Ans. Those Hereticks that will acknowledge the Church may be confuted by its Authority, but not have Faith wrought in them; they may have their mouths stop'd, but not their minds enlightened by it. And though we may make use of the Authority of the Church with such, yet not as the chief, and much less only, Argument to perswade them of the Divinity of the Scripture; but even by the same way, whereby Believers are perswaded of it, may Hereticks be perswaded too. And if we meet with such Hereticks as pay no more reverence to the Church, than to the Scripture, we are in a fine case, if we have no other way of
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of dealing with them, but by urging the Authority of the Church: surely they that deny the Divinity of the One, will not stick to deride the Testimony of the Other.

Obj. 5. 'To pafs by other Testimonies they cite out of the Ancients, one they mainly triumph in, that saying of Austin, "That he had not "believed the Gospel, had not the authority of the Church moved him to it."

Answ. Austin speaks when converted and Orthodox, of himself as formerly a Manichee, and thaws that he had then been moved by the Authority of the Church to receive the Gospel: when he was a Manichee he was an Heretick, not an Heathen, and so might have some esteem for the Church; or if he had no respect for the Church as the Church, yet he might (even by the Confession of Papiists themselves) so far as he saw the Consent of so many Nations, and the Prescription of so long time, and other like Arguments in the Church to induce him to reverence it.

Use 1. From what hath been spoken we may conclude; 1. The mischief and danger of Popery as to this particular Doctrine; How dishonourable and injurious to God is this Doctrine of the Papiists, and how destructive to Religion?

1. How dishonourable to God, for the Credit of his Word to depend upon the Testimony of Men, and not to be able of it self to discover its Author?

1. A dishonour it is to his Wisdom, if he could not otherwise assure Men of the Divine Original of the Scripture, than by having Men bear witness to it: If he knew no other way of certifying us of his Will, and making known his Laws to us, but by the help of our fellow-creatures, who as well as we are subject to those Laws. Can God make the Heavens declare his glory, and cannot he make the Scripture do it? Can he make himself known by the judgments he executes, and not by the Statutes he establisheth? Can he shew forth his Wisdom, Power and Goodness by the things he doth, and not by the things he speaks, and so make his Works praise him, but not his Word? Nay, Can Men so write, so speak, as thereby to discover themselves, and what wisdom, or knowledge, or skill they have, and cannot God do as much? Is God less wise and able than they are, or is he wise in some things, and not in others? How came the Spirit of the Lord to be thus restrained, as to have but this one way of making known the Word, to us, and that such a one as he must be beholden to his Creatures for it? It is certain that formerly he had other ways, And why hath he not now? How comes he to be less wise than he was! Sure if there be no variability in God, nor shadow of turning, he must be as unchangeable in his Wisdom as in any other Attribute, and there can be no diminution of it.

2. If God can otherwise make known the Divinities of his Word, than by the Testimony of the Church, and yet will not, it looks (to say no worse) very like a reflection upon his Goodness, to leave men
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a more uncertain way of coming to the knowledge of his Will, and their Duty, when he could give them a more sure one; to leave his people better helps against their weakness and doubts, than the uncertain Authority of a Man, or a company of Men, who may as easily be deceived in the Testimony they give, as others may in the Faith they yield to it. And if God did formerly give his people a better and more sure Foundation for their Faith, than the Authority of meer men, weak men, fallible men (as hath been proved), How comes his Goodness to fail now, and to be less to Saints under the Gospel, than to those under the Law, or the Patriarchs before it?

3. This Doctrine of the Romanists greatly derogates from Gods Sovereignty, it degrades his Authority, and lifts up the Church into his place; it doth worse than make Princes go on foot, and Servants ride on Horses. If what the Papists teach in this Point be true, the Holy Ghost is in a worse condition than his Apostle was, 2 Cor. 3. 1. (who needed not Letters of Commendation to or from the Churches) he must be fain to canvase for the Votes of men, or seek their Testimonials; God himself cannot etablish his Laws without the Churches leave; Jesus Christ shall not be King of Saints, not sway his Scepter, nor Rule his House without the good-liking of the Pope and Council: What is this but what was said of old, Nisi homini Deus placuerit, Deus non erit; God must be concerned to please Men, at least the Papists; for if he doth not, they know how to be quit with him; for then He shall not exercite his Authority over them, not bind their Consciences, not command their Faith, not prescribe them their Duty, not govern their Lives the Church will not give their approbation to his Laws, and so he shall not be their Sovereign, he shall not be their God. What can be more injurious to Gods Supremacy than this Doctrine, which subjects the Authority of God in his Word to the pleasure of his Creatures? What Sovereign Prince upon Earth will endure to be so dealt with? to have the Authority of his Laws suspended upon the Testimony of those that publish them, of those that are themselves subject to them? I dare say the Pope scorns to have it said that his Decretals have their force from him that divulgeth them, or his Bulls from him that Posteth them up: He would not endure if he sent out his Orders to a Church, or Council, that they should sit upon them, and subject them to their Judgment, and approve or disallow of them as they saw fit; He would expect that they should be received, and submitted to upon the account of his Stamp upon them, and Seal annexed to them. Why may not the Scripture be allowed as much, which hath Gods Stamp so fairly impress'd on it, and had the Seal of so many Miracles to confirm it?

2. This Doctrine of the Papists is prejudicial, indeed destructive to Christian Religion, it leaves us only the name of Christianity and no more. What is all Religion if God be not the Author of it, and if the Papists say true, we can never be sure that God is the Author of
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that which we call Christian. This one Doctrine of the Romish Synagogue puts us into a worse condition than the Jewish one is in, which hath some Foundation for its Faith and Worship, whereas this leaves none at all for ours. It is in a word most perniciously contrary to, and destructive of a Christian Faith, and Comfort and Obedience all at once.

1. It is destructive to our Faith. It leaves us no firm Footing for it, when it must be first founded upon, and lastly resolved into the Authority of Men; and we can never know the Scripture to be the Word of God, without either the concurring Votes of all the Christian World to assure us of it, or at least the definitive Sentence of a Pope or Council, and have no better assurance of its being Divine, than their say-so. What can ruine our Faith if the undermining of it do not? And what is it to undermine it if this be not? It takes away the very Foundation of it, and instead of the infallible Veracity of the God of Truth, puts us off with the uncertain Testimony of (at least) a Company of Fallible Men, who may every one of them be deceived, and therefore so may we too, for Company, if we unbelie on their Authority. Indeed it leaves us little (if any at all) more certainty for our Religion than the Turks have for theirs; for Why may not they as well require us to believe that God speaks to us in the Alcoran, because they say He doth, as the Papists require us to believe He speaks to us in the Scripture, merely because the Pope, or Council, say so? Nay, How little difference doth this curfed Doctrine make between the Great Mysteries of the Gospel, the Articles of our Faith, and the ridiculous Fables of the Rabbiners, or Abominations of Mahomet? For if some Writings are not Canonical Scripture, merely because the Church (that is, Pope or Council) hath not Canonized them, and some are because it hath; the Acts of Peter and the Revelation of Paul are not the Word of God, because the Church would not so far Dignifie them, and the Epistles of Peter and Paul are therefore of Divine Authority because it so seemed good to the Church to determine, Why might not the same Church, if She had been pleased, have added the Talmud to the Scripture; I and the Alcoran too? And they cannot say, it is because these Books contain not-only innumerable Fopperies, but notorious Lies, unless they will eat their own Words, and recede from one of their chiefest Arguments, viz. That the Apocryphal Books they themselves do not receive, are therefore only not Canonical, because the Church hath not received them, when the rest are because She hath.

2. It is as destructive to our Comfort. When our great Comfort proceeds from our Faith, such as the one is, so will the other be too; an ill-grounded Faith can never produce a well-grounded Comfort: the Foundation being shaken, the Building must needs totter. What will become of that Comfort of the Scripture the Apostle speaks of, Rom. 15. 4. that Joy and Peace in Believing, v. 13. that Hope in God's Word David mentions, Psal. 119. 81. and 130. 5. If we can no otherwise be sure,
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Sure that it is God's Word, but only because men tell us it is so? How will our Hope and Comfort fail us, and our Hearts fail us, when we come to consider; That that Testimony of Man which is the ground of our Faith, and therefore of our Comfort, for ought we know will, sure enough, may, fail us? How should we stand if our Foundation sink under us? If the Rain should descend, and the Winds blow, and beat upon us, What Shelter, what Fence should we have? How great would our Fall be? If Temptations should arise, and assault and shake our Faith, How should we maintain our Comforts? Would it not be bad for us, or any of us to say within our Selves; I have ventured my Soul, and its Eternal Welfare upon the Scripture, and the Promises I there find, but How do I know that this Scripture is the Word of God? How do I know I am not mistaken? Am I, as sure I am not deceived, as I am certain of being Miserable if I be? Here is indeed a Company of Men that call themselves the Church; but that is a hard Word, I never meet it anywhere but in their mouths, and in this Book which they have put into my Hands; and yet these are the only Men that tell me it is the Word of God. But what reason have I to believe them? They say indeed they are Infallible and cannot be deceived, but How shall I know that? They say the Scripture says so; Suppose it doth, What know I but they make it say so, and the Scripture, and they are agreed together to gratifie one another, and speak for one another? I see not that they are the Church unless the Scripture makes them so, and yet they tell me, that the Scripture is not the Word of God to me unless they make it so. I know no Authority they have to bind me to believe them, but what this Book gives them, and they know none it hath to bind me to believe it, but what they give it. And thus I am quite at a loss, if either this thing called the Church be not honest but will cheat me, or be not infallible but may deceive me. How vain, then, and flattering have all my Hopes been hitherto, how uncertain my Faith, how deceitful my Joys and Comforts! Farewel Glory, and Honour, and Peace; farewell Life and Immortality; farewell the Inheritance of the Saints, and the Crown of righteousness; fine things if I knew where to have them. How would you like this Christians? Do ye not even tremble at the thoughts of such dismal Temptations? What think you then of the Religion of the Papists, which expound all that embrace it to such uncertainties; it is no wonder they allow no certainty of Salvation to Believers, when they leave them at so great uncertainties for the very Foundation of their Faith.

3. It is as destructive to our Obedience as to either of the other. Gospel-evidence is the fruit of Faith; and therefore such as is the Faith we have, such will be the Obedience we yield: If our Faith be not right, our Obedience can be no better; a humane Faith is not sufficient to found our Duty to God upon, and that Obedience which proceeds only
only from such a Faith, will neither be acceptable to God, nor available to us; and yet such is the Faith, and no higher which causeth our Obedience, if it be grounded only or first by in the Testimony of Man, and resolved into it. Without Faith it is impossible to please God; and that Faith sure is a Divine Faith, such as rests on God's own Authority: But if we believe the Scripture to be of God, only because Men say it is, that Faith cannot be Divine; and therefore nor the Obedience which flows from it acceptable. In this case the same Testimony of the Church which would be the Foundation of our Faith, would likewise be the cause of our Obedience: We should believe Duty to be Duty, with the same kind of Faith with which we believed the Command of it to be of God, and that would be no other than men telling us that it is; and so the result of all would be, that we must obey God, because they tell us he commands us to obey him, and so we first shew a respect to Men in believing before we shew any to God in obeying him; And then, not only we must be beholden to the Church for the knowledge we have of our Duty, but God must be beholden to her too for our performing of it.

2. How much a better Religion is ours than that of the Papists? We are the veriest fools upon Earth if ever we change our own for theirs.

1. We have more Certainty in our way than they have, or ever can have in their way. Our Faith is built upon no worse a bottom than the infinite Veracity of him who is the Truth itself, revealing himself to us in the Scripture of Truth, and not on the sandy Foundation of any Humane Testimony: It leans upon God, not upon men; upon Thus faith the Lord, not Thus faith the Church. Though we despise not the true Church, but pay reverence to all that Authority wherewith God hath vested it, yet we dare not set it up in Gods place; we are willing it should be an help to our Faith, but not the Foundation of it, and so should do its own Office, but not invade Gods Seat, nor take his Work out of his hands; that would neither be for his Glory, nor our own Security: Our Faith is a better than such a one would be: We receive it not from Churches, from Popes, from Councils, but from God himself, that cannot lye to us, and will not deceive us. If we are beholden to Men, Parents, Ministers, &c. for putting the Bible into our hands, and directing us to the Scripture; yet when we read it, hear it opened, and are enlightened by it, and see what a Spirit there is in it; When the Word enters into us (as the Sun-beams into a dark room) and gives us light, Psal. 119. 105: we see its Excellency, are ravished with its beauty, taste its Sweetness, feel its Power, admire its Majesty: When we find it to be such a Word as searcheth our Hearts, judgeth our thoughts, tells us all that is within us, all that ever we did in our lives, John 4. 29; awakens our Consciences, commands the most inward Spiritual Obedience, sets before us the noblest Ends, and offers us the most glorious Reward, an unseen one, an Eternal one: Then we come to acknowledg
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...that of a Truth God is in it, no meer Creature could be the Author of it; and so we believe it, not because Men have Ministerially led us to the knowledge of it, or have persuaded, or commanded us to receive it, or told us it is of God, but because we our selves have heard, and felt him speaking in it; the Spirit shines into our minds, by the Light of this Word, and speaks loudly to our hearts, by the Power of it, and plainly tells whose Word it is; and so makes us yield to Gods Authority in it. Take a Christian whose Faith is thus bottomed, and overturn it if you can; you must first beat him out of his Senses, persuade him he hath no eyes, no taste, no feeling, no understanding, no affections, no reflection upon himself, no knowledge of what is done in his own soul, and so indeed that he is not a Man, but a brute or a flock, e're ever you can persuade him that the Scripture is not the Word of God. Whereas, on the other side, the Papists Religion is built merly on Men, and their Faith hath no more Certainty than those Men have Infallibility. Ask them what is the great, nay the only convincing Reason, why they believe the Scripture to be the Word of God: And they will tell you, the Churches Testimony concerning it; they believe it because the Church commends it, that is, the Pope doth so, or a General Council, or some-body they know not who; and here they are at a loss already, forasmuch as they fill our ears with a great noise and din of the Church, and can scarce talk of any thing, but the Church, the Church; yet they are not so much agreed among themselves, what this very Church is upon whose Authority they build their Faith, and would have us build ours; In several Countries they have several Churches, several Supremacies, several Infalliblities; A Council is the Church, and Supreme, and Infallible in France, and the Pope is the same in Italy, and so (amongst the Papists) if you do but change your Climate, you must change your Faith too; if you but Cross the Alps, you must translate your Faith, and shift it from a Councils shoulders, to the Popes: A strange variable thing you will find it, which must be calculated according to the Meridian you are in, and will not serve indifferently for all places; so that you must be sure to fix your habitation ere you can settle your Belief. And yet if this were agreed upon, you would still be at an uncertainty as to the Infallibility of whatsoever they call the Church; for you are like to have nothing but their own word for it; and if you will take it so, you may; or if they prove it by the Scripture, they desert their Cause, and own the Scripture as above them, and Authentick without them, and so while they would establish their Infallibility they lose their Authority. And so to conclude, there is nothing certain, nothing solid among them, nothing able to bear the weight of an Immortal Soul, nothing upon which a man can venture his Everlasting Salvation. I see no such thing as a truly Divine Faith among them, unless it be therefore Divine, because built upon the Authority of their Lord God the Pope. They call the Pope Ecclesia Catholica Principem & Spousum; In the Mabs at the Election.
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Election of him, they apply that to him which is said of the Holy Ghost, John 14. 16. I will pray the Father, and he will send you another Comforter. And in the time of Leo 10, It was disputed in their Schools, among other Blasphemies, Whether the Pope were a meer man, or quasi Deus, as it were a God; and Whether he did not partake of both the Natures of Christ. Morn. Myst. Inquit. p. 636.

Our Religion is more Comfortable as well as more Certain. Our Faith being built upon the Truth of God himself, and our Comfort upon our Faith, so long as our Foundation remains immovable, we need not fear our Superstructure. If our Faith have good footing, our Hopes and Comforts will keep their standing. Faith in the Promises is that from whence all the Comfort of our hearts, and our rejoicing in hope of the glory of God doth proceed; A Christians Joy is joy in believing, and his Peace the peace of God, and his comforts the comforts of the Holy Ghost; but this can never be if our Faith be founded immediately on the Testimony of Men, and not of God, or we believe the Promises of the Word to be made by God, because Men tell us he made them. So long as we hold to the sure Word, we have sure Hopes, and sure Comforts, and no longer; and therefore a Papist can never have any strong consolation by his Faith, when his Faith it self hath so weak a Foundation. How can they ever rejoice in hopes of Heaven, when they believe there is a Heaven with no better a Faith, than they believe a Pope or Council to be Infallible? It is to little purpose to say, They believe there is a Heaven (say the like of other Articles) because God in the Scripture tells them so, when they would not have believed one tittle of that very Scripture, if a Pope or a Council had not bid them believe it; for then their Hopes and Comforts are all resolved into the Authority of this Church (whatever it be) as well as their Faith is; and both the one and the other rests not on the real Infallibility of the God of Truth, but on the pretended Infallibility of one single Prelate at Rome, or a Convention of them at Trent. From such a Foundation for our Faith, and such Comforters of our Consciences, The Lord deliver us.

By this you may gather what you must do if you would be Papists; you must renounce your Reason, and Faith too, if you would embrace their Religion; you must enslave your Consciences to the Authority of Men, and so put out your own eyes that you may see with other Mens: you must not be built upon the Foundation of the Apostles and Prophets, but of Popes and Councils, it may be of a single Pope, and so hazard your eternal Peace and Welfare on the credit of a Man, who may be himself a Murderer, an Adulterer, a Sodomite, a Necromancer, a Blasphemer, an Heretick, and may be so far from being saved himself, that he may (as some Papists acknowledge) carry whole cart-loads of Souls to Hell with him; yet still he is Infallible, an Infallible Murderer, an Infallible Sodomite, an Infallible Sorcerer, &c. And you must believe
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him to be Infallible all this while, by himself or with a Council, or you cannot be saved among them. The Church to be sure you must believe, and adore what ever it be (either representative or virtual), you must not ask a Reason for your Faith neither, but tamely submit to its tyrannical Dictates. And, if it should ever come to this, Would it not be as hard a Chapter, as the third of Daniel? Would not Smithfield be as hot a Place as the Plain of Dura, if every one that would not fall down and worship this great Golden Idol, Holy Church, should be cast into the burning fiery Furnace.

Use 2. And therefore to prevent this, and That your Faith may be firm, and immoveable, as standing not in the Authority or Wisdom of Men, but the Power and Truth of God; That your Hearts may be full of Comfort, your Lives full of Holiness, your Deaths full of Sweetness, and That you may be more than Conquerors over all those Temptations whereby the Wicked one may at any time assault your Faith; Be sure to see that it have a good Foundation; see that you believe the Scripture upon solid and laffing Grounds. Trust the Authority of no meer Man, nor Company of Men in the World, in a Business on which the Everlasting Blessedness, or Misery of your Souls doth depend. Hear Moses and the Prophets; hear the Apostles and Evangelists; We are sure God spake by them, and they never Err; as for Popes and Councils, we are sure they have Err'd, and so may do again, and so may your Parents that first Instructed you. Masters, Teachers, Churches, all may Err, and though de facto they do not Err in this, when they tell you the Scripture is the Word of God; yet they being but Men, and having no Promise of absolute Infallibility, and being liable to Mistakes in other things, when you find that, you may come to question whether they were not mistaken in this too, and so think you have been deluded all this while, and taken that for the Word of God; and Rule of your Lives, which is nothing less; and then you will either cast away your Faith, or you must seek a new Foundation for it; and if you come in a Papists way, and hear talk of Peter's Successors, Christ's Vicars, Catholick Churches, General Councils, Infallibilities, long Successions, Apostolical Traditions, you do not know what kind of Spirit such Conjuring Words may raise up in you: You may be apt to think, the Major Part (as you will be told, though falsely, it is) must carry it, and so determine your Faith by the Votes of Men, that is, not so much change the Foundation of it, as enlarge it: And whereas before it was built upon the Credit of a Parent, or a Pastor, now build it upon the Credit of a great Many, or a great One in the Name of all the rest; or if it rested before on a particular Church, now it shall rely on that which you are told is the Catholick one. For my part, I shall never wonder to see ill-grounded Protestants, easily turn Papists: they are semi-Papists already, and they may soon be wholly such; they have a Pope at home, and if they do not like him, they may easily exchange him.
him for another abroad: He that pins his Faith upon one Mans Sleeve may soon do it upon anothers; he is already a Church-Papift, and may soon be a Mafs-one. And therefore, to conclude, Whoever thou art, if thou have not formerly done it, Search thy self now ere Satan sift thee: try thy Faith in the Scripture that it may be approved; see whose Image and Supercription it bears, what Foundation it hath, what Answer thou canst give to any one that asks thee a reason of it, nay, what answer thou canst give thy self. Ask thy self, Why do I believe the Bible to be the Word of God? 'How do I know it was not the Invention of Man? By what Arguments, by what Authority was I induc'd to give my assent to it? Do I take it merely on the credit of those of whom I was born, among whom I was bred, with whom I have conversed? Is this a sufficient Foundation for my Faith? Dare I venture my Soul upon such a Bottom? Is this to build my House upon a Rock? How near the Papists am I come ere I was aware of it? 'I spit at them, and defie them, and yet act like them if not below them, and can scarce say so much for my Faith as they can for theirs. If this be thy condition, To work a-new for Shame, and begin quickly too, and get thy Faith well settled, and upon its right Basis, or I dare say thou wilt never keep thy Faith at the expence of thy Life, but rather turn ten times than Burn once. If thou haft therefore any regard to the constancy of thy Faith, to the comfort of thy Life, the honour of God, or the Salvation of thy own Soul, labour immediately to get thy Belief of the Word better founded: Read the Scripture constantly, study it seriously, search it diligently, hear it explained, and applied by others, meditate on it thy self, and beg of God an understanding of it, and a right Faith in it; that he would give thee an heart to perceive, and eyes to see, and ears to hear; that he would Open thine eyes to behold wondrous things out of his Law; that he would give thee his Spirit, that thou mayst Search the deep things of God; that he would cause thee to hear his voice in that Word which thou haft hitherto taken to be His, and direct thy heart into the fairest Grounds of believing it. And be sure hold on in such a way of painful endeavours for the getting thy Faith settled, till it be done, and what thou haft hitherto received on the account of Man, thou now believest for the sake of God himself. I deny thee not the Testimony of the Universal Church of Christ in all Ages (so far as thou art capable of knowing it) as well as of the present Church, or any particular One to which thou art any way related, as an help to thee; make the best thou canst of it, only rest not on it: But especially take notice, if thou see not the Stamp of God upon the Word, Characters of Divinity imprinted on it, as well as external Notes accompanying it; Consider the Antiquity of it, the Continuance of it, the Miracles that confirmed it, the condition of the Men that penn'd it, their Aims, their Carriage and Conversation, Gods Providence in keeping it, and handing it down to thee through so many successive Generations,
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...trations, when so many in all Ages would have bereaved the World of it: And further, Consider the Majesty and Gravity, and yet Plainness and Simplicity of its Stile, the Depth of the Mysteries it discovers, the Truth and Divergence of the Doctrine it teacheth, the Spirituality of the Duties it enjoyns, the Power and Force of the Arguments with which it perswades, the Eternity of the Rewards it promises, and the Punishments it threatens, the End and Scope of the whole, to reform the World, to discountenance and extirpate Wickedness, and promote Holiness and Righteousness, and thereby advance Gods Glory, and lead Man on to everlasting Blessedness, &c. And be sure leave not off, till thou find thy Faith raised from so low a bottom as the Authority of Men, and fix'd on Gods own Testimony; till thou canst safely and boldly say, 'I believe the Scripture now to be the Word of God, not because I have heard Men say so, but because I hear God himself in this every Scripture bearing witness to it; his Spirit hath given me new Eyes, and enabled me to see the Divinity of it: I know and am sure That this is the Word of God, never more Man spake at such a rate, never did the Word of Man work such effects. The entrance of it hath given light to my Soul which was before in darkness, not knowing whether it went. How many glorious Mysteries do I see in it, what Purity, what Spirituality, what Holiness, &c. all which speak the Wisdom, and Power, and Goodness, and Holiness, and Truth of the Author of it? What Sweetness have I tasted in it? It hath been as the Honey and honey-come to me: What Power, what Life, what strange Energy have I experienced in it? What a Change hath it wrought in me! What Lusts hath it discovered and mortified! What Duties hath it convinced me of, and engaged me in! What Strength hath it furnished me with! How hath it quickened me when I was dead in Sin, revived my Comforts when they were dying, actuated my Graces when they were languishing, roused me up when I was sluggish, awakened me when I was dreaming, refreshed me when I was forrowful, supported me when I was sinking, answered my Doubts, conquered my Temptations, scattered my Fears, enlarged me with Desires, and filled me with Joy unspeakable and full of glory! And what Word could ever have wrought such effects, but that of the Eternal, all-Wise, all-Powerful God? And therefore, upon his alone Authority I receive it, Him alone I adore in it, whose Power I have so often found working by it. I durst venture an hundred Souls if I had them, and an hundred Heavens if there were so many, upon the Truth and Divine Authority of this Word; and should not stick, not only to give the Lie to the most Profound, and most Refolute, and Invincible, and Irrefragable, and Angelical and Seraphical Doctors, nay and Infallible Popes, and Councils too, but even to say Anathema to Angels themselves, and Seraphims, if they should tell me the Scripture were not the Word of God. Christian, get but such a Faith of the Word as this into thy Heart,
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Heart, and then thou mayest defie Scoffers, Atheists, Papists, and all their Works. If they deride thee, let them mock on; thou wilt not easily be laughed out of thy Senses, nor overcom by Mens Jeers to disbelieve what thou hast seen and felt. If they will not believe as thou doest, yet thou shalt never be brought to play the Infidel as they do; no more than ceafe to behold, and admire the glory of the Sun, because Birds of the Night, Owls and Bats, care not for looking on it; thou wilt never deny what thou plainly seest, because others do not who have no Eyes. Sure I am, if they see not what thou dost, it is either because they wink against the Light, or look off from it, or God hath not yet in Mercy opened their Eyes, or hath in Judgment closed them up; If our Gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost. 

2 Cor. 4: 3.